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Dr. Henry Kosmahl of Spacecraft Technology Division 
heads section that developed superefficiency tube. 

(Martin Brown photo) 

Technology satellite 
to test Lewis tube 
for space broadcast 

A highly advanced type of The technology satellite 
tube for amplifying radio provides Lewis with an op
and television signals is be· portunity to flight test its 
ing developed by Lewis for high power tube under de
Il;Il international experiment velopment since 1967, for Lewis tube... 
al communications satellite. the first time; its successful 

The Lewis tube, more operation represents an ad (Continued from page 1) 
efficient and powerful than vance in the state-of·the-.art The tube alao will operate at ling concave plates. that reany in space today. will in broadcast distribution more than 50% efficiency, cover elecvons of varying operate at 12 GigaHertz: in technology . 

which sharply contrasts with velocities. The collector not the Super High Frequency Called a depressed collec tubes in use today that have only sorts out the electrons 
(SHF) band. "The lower tor tube, its high power and 

efficiencies of only 10 to by velocity, but also slows 
frequency band is very high efficiency are import 20%. them down and prevents 
crowded today." says Elmer ant attributes for communi Dr. Kosmahl explains, them from streaming back 
Davison, manager of the pro cations satellites, according ..the efficiency of the tube into the tube. ject for Lewis. "The high to Dr. Henry Kosmahl, Head 

is particularly important in In addition to canying power tube will help make of the 'l\J.be Development 
space where energy is 80 ex the high power tube, the the upper part of the fre Section at Lewis. The tube's 
pensive." It costs about Communications Technoloquency spectrum available power output of up to 200 
$1 million for a solar array gy Satellite proba:..bly will 

for microwave transmis watts means the beam trans to furnish one kilowatt of carry a medium-pOwer (20 
sion." mitted from the satellite to 

The satellite that will use electric power. Dr. Kosmahl walt) and low· power (1 earth will be well defmed. 
the tube is the Communica says. A more efficient tube watt) tube. Th~ tubes also pennitting better reception. 

saves weight in a spacecraft will be employed for SHF tions Technology Satellite, (Continued on page 3) because less power conver signal amplification, and a cooperative U.S. - Cana
dian project. Scheduled to sion equipment and tbennal will also serve as back·ups 
be flown in 1974, it will control surfaces (for radia~ should the high·power tube 
test new technology and ing heat) are required. fail. The medium and low 
techniques for broadcast dis What gives the new tube power tubes can only trans· 
tribution from space, partic its superefficiency? Typical mit to large ground receiving 

ly more than half of the antennas. ularly to isolated regions 
such as small villages in the energy streaming through an During its two year lite 
north of Canada and Alas· ordinary traveling wave tube time, the satellite will relay 

is lost as heat, due to the television, audio and data lea. The experimental satel
lite will transmit television basic inefficiency of the signals from a stationary 

tube. However, the Lewis and audio signals to small point some 22.300 miles 
tube has a collector attached groWld receiving antennas in above the earth, providing 
at the end ot it to retrieve the SHF band as well as relay an extensive series of com· 
the excess energy and return munications experiments of narrow band signals in the 

UHF band. it to the power supply to reo benefit to Canada and the 
Lewis also will design and use. This device actually is a U.S. 

series of electrodes, resemb-build a power conditioning 
system for the Satellite pro
ject Wlder the international 
agreement. Power condition
ing is required to convert the 
electrical power from the 
solar arrays to both AC and 
DC cWTent at proper volt-
ages for operating the broad
cast equipment. A Canadian 
power conditioning system 
will be used for two ion en
gines for station keeping and 
for other electrical systems 
on the spacecraft. 

-- .......,_._.~",. 
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Invention Awards have 1971 through April 1972 will be listed. Invention 
been won by a number of are listed below. In an up Awards are made under the Lewis inventors: Lewis employees during the coming issue of the Lewis provisions of the Govern
past several months. Awards News more recent awards ment Incentive Awards Act. 
received from November 

Bruce A. Banks, an aero
Jacob D. Broder, an aero space engineer in the Ion Phys

space technologist in the Solar ics Branch, Spacecraft Techno
cell Branch, Energy Conver logy Division, invented an elec
sion & Materials Sciences Divis tromagnetic flow rate meter. 
ion, devised a method of bind The speed of a flowing liquid 
ing cover glasses to solar cells. metal is measured by passing it 
A thin film of a transparent through a magnetic field and 
plastic material is used as a measuring the resulting eddy 
binding material. This film is currents with an ammeter. The 
placed between the cover glass current induced in the liquid 
and the solar cell to form a metal by passing it through the 
laminate when heat and pres magnetic field is directly re
sure are applied. BRODER lated to the flow rate. 

A method for fabricating 
hollow balls and rollers for 
rolling element bearings has 
been developed. Using this 
method, preformed compon
ents are diffusion welded by 
heating in a vacuum furnace 
under a light pressure. With this 
process no microdeformation is 
involved in the welding pro
cess, and no foreign material is 
introduced into the joint. 
Thomas J. Moore, a materials 
engineer in the Materials Ap-
plications Branch, Materials & MOORE 
Structures Division, developed the method. 

Richard J. Parker has devel
oped a method for building im Aerospace technologist 
proved bearings using low mass James A. Burkhardt developed 
rolling elements which have a method for improving the 
high fatigue strength. Parker's performance of a magneto
bearings would use either hol plasma-dynamic (MPD) arc 
low core rolling elements or thruster in the 600 to 2100 
solid but lightweight cores and seconds specific impulse range 
be iron plated. An advantage of by mounting a hollow cathode 
these bearings is the lighter in the exhaust beam. This type 
weight of the balls and the of thruster is potentially useful 
longer life due to the lower for satellite station keeping 
centrifugal force on the outer PARKER and altitude control missions. 
race of the bearing. Parker is Burkhardt is a member of the 
a materials engineer in the er Transfer Branch, Fluid Sys Advanced Concepts Branch, 
Bearings and Mechanical Pow- tern Components Division. Nuclear Systems Division. BURKHARDT 

tion of Polymides from Mix
tures of Monmeric Diamines 
and Esters of Polycarboxylic 
Acids." High molecular weight 
polyimides are prepared by 
mixing a diester of an aromatic 
tetracarboxylic acid, an aroma
tic diamine, and a monoester 
of a dicarboxylic acid in an or
ganic solvent. The mixture is 
then polymerized after which 
it is cured at a temperature of 
from about 2750 C to 3500 C. 

DR. SERAFINI DELVIGS 
Dr. Serafini is Head of the 

Dr. Tito Serafini and Peter mers Branch, Materials & Polymer Matrix Composite 
Delvigs, two members of the Structures Division, received Section and Delvigs is an aero
Structural Mechanics & Poly- an award for their "Prepara- space technologist. 

A supersonic combustion mlXlng chamber to "pump" 
rocket engine has been invent- the propellants. The exhaust 
ed by Richard J. Weber, Chief gases from the smaller rocket 
of the Mission Analysis Branch, motor are also used to carry 
Wind Tunnel and Flight Divis- along the fuel oxidizer mixture 
ion, and Leo C. Franciscus, an and speed it up to supersonic 
aerospace engineer in that speed. Two important advant
branch. The engine eliminates ages to the system, according 
the heavy turbomachinery pre- to the inventors, was the signi
sently used for liquid rocket ficant reduction in weight gain 
engines. Weber and Franciscus from removing the turbopumps 
used the exhaust of similar and increased specific impulse 
rocket motors to create a pres- resulting from igniting the pro
sure differential between the pellants flowing at supersonic 
fuel and oxidizer tanks and a speeds. WEBER FRANCISCUS 

BANKS 
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Finding better, simpler methods 
A hybrid bearing with sub

stantially increased fatigue life 
for ultra high speed operation 
in a gas turbine engine, turbo 
pumps, and compressors has 
been invented. It was develop
ed by William J. Anderson, 
Chief of the Bearings & Me
chanical Power Transfer 
Branch, Fluid System Com
ponents Division. A fluid film 
bearing and a rolling element 
bearing are connected in a 
series which enables both bear
ing elements to support a frac
tion of a rotational load of a high speed shaft. 

ANDERSON 

GRISAFFE 

Salvatore J. Grisaffe devel
oped a method for a coating 
used to protect low alloy aus
tenitic stainless steels from 
damage at the high tempera
tures encountered in thermal 
reactors in automotive exhaust 
systems. The coating is made 
up essentially of a chromium 
containing nickel aluminide in
termetallic compound as op
posed to other coatings em
ployed which generally consist 
of alloys. Grisaffe is Chief of 
the Surface Protection Branch, 
Materials & Structures Divis
ion. 

Microstructurally stable, 
high strength cobalt-base al
loys for use at elevated tem
peratures up to 21250 F for 
stators and other low stress 
components in advanced gas 
turbines has been developed. 
The alloy has improved ductil
ity after exposure at interme
diate temperature. Developers 
of this are John C. Freche, As
sistant Chief of the Materials 
and Structures Division and 
Robert L. Dreshfield, an aero
space technologist in the Al DRESHFIELD 
loys Branch of that division. 

Robert E. Jones and Rich fuel air mixture by the fan 
ard W. Niedzwiecki have de type blades contained in a 
veloped a combustor with im "swirl plate" at the outlet of 
proved performance for use in the module. The fuel air mix
gas turbine engines. The inven ture is ignited after it leaves 
tion is based on the use of the swirl can. The improved 
swirl can modules which act as performance is a result of in
carburetors. Each swirl can jecting premixed fuel and air. 
module has a hollow cylindri A full annulus combustor 
cal housing. Combustion air would have many swirl can 
flows through the housing modules mounted in concen
while fuel is sprayed in at right tric circles. For instance in a 
angles to the air flow. A swirl 42-inch diameter combustor, 
ing motion is imparted to the 120 swirl cans would be 

FRECHE 

GOLD 

POWER 

in the Ion Physics Branch, 
Spacecraft Technology Divis
ion. 

Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl de
veloped an electrostatic col-
lector for charged particles. 
The high efficiency collector 
for spent electron or ion beams 
comprises a stack of disked 
metal plates, each with a hole 
at its center to allow passage of 
the electron beam except for 
the last plate which is shaped 
like a cone and has a spike 
pointing toward the beam 
source. The first plate is bowed 
toward the beam source and is 
part of an imaginary sphere. 
The other plates follow mathe
matical equations of respective 
equipotential surfaces as deter
mined by the voltage on each velopment Section in the Spe
plate of the collector. Dr. Kos- cial Projects Office, Spacecraft 
mahl is Head of the Tube De- Technology Division. 

DR. KOSMAHL 

JONES NIEDZWIECKI 

mounted in three concentric tion Branch, Airbreathing En
circles. Jones is Head of Com- gines Division and Niedzwiecki, 
bustion Section B, Combus- a branch aerospace engineer. 
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Staffers convert ideas into inventions, cash 

Dr. Blue Dr. Brown Grisaffe Luidens 

Almost a dozen Lewis structure and a carrier con high purity elements, partic Two members of the Ma he recently left Lewis, was 
engineers and scientists were centration of between 1018 ularly metals. The process terials & Structures Division, a member of the Materials 
recognized through mone to 1020 per cubic centime can be used for separating James L. Smialek and Salva Processing & Joining Sec
tary awards for inventions ter. Woollam is a research desired metals from solu tore J. Grisaffe, developed tion, Materials Application 
developed by them in their physicist in the Cryophysics tions containing several met a method for making alum Branch, Materials & Struc
area of expertise. Section, Magnetics & Cryo al compounds. Aqueous inized nickel coating for tures Division. He helped in

Bearings with improved physics Branch, Physical Sci solutions or suspensions of nickel-base superalloys. Us vent a method of solid state 
fitability and simplified ence Division. metal salts or compounds ing this invention nickel welding in air without defor
damping solve the problem Three members of the are irradiated with high en base superalloys are coated mation. The procedure can 
of the instability of lightly Physical Science Division de ergy particles. This promotes to resist high temperature be used with thick sections 
loaded shafts when they veloped a method of making a chemical reaction causing oxidation, corrosion and and utilizes temperatures 
rotate at high speeds in superconductor wire. The metals to precipitate or se erosion. A nickel-rich layer well below the welding tem
bearings in low viscosity lu process involves forming at parate out of the solution. is deposited and sintered perature of the material 
bricants. The instability re least one longitudinal groove The reaction mechanism in to the substrate before alum welded. Surfaces of the parts 
fers to a self-excited frac in the surface of a wire com volves a decomposition of inizing to form the interme to be welded are ground 
tional-frequency "whirl" prised of a non-supercon the solvent by ionizing radi tallic compound NiAL. The and cleaned. The surfaces 
which is the tendency of ducting material. The wire ation. In aqueous systems aluminide is formed by con are then brought together 
the shaft center to orbit the is then twisted about its the species formed are hy version of this nickel-rich at a butt joint. This joint 
bearing center at an angular longitudinal axis to form the drogen atoms, hydrated layer only. This minimizes is first tack welded and then 
velocity about half that of groove into a helix. Super (solvated) electrons, and the amount of unwanted seam welded around the 
the shaft around its own conducting material is then hydroxyl radicals. The hy- elements or phases present periphery of the butt joint. 
center. The improved jour deposited in the groove by in the coating. The substrate The tightly joined surfaces 
nal bearings are constructed vapor deposition or diffus- is enriched in nickel during are cleaned by the use of an 
without using expensive and ion techniques. Developers sintering of the nickel coat autogeneous or self-generat
complicated machining pro are James C. Laurence, re- ing. This method prevents ed surface cleaning princi
cedures. Each bearing is of tired Chief, Magnetics & the formation of the nickel pal. This is designated as 
fixed geometry and utilizes Cryophysics Branch; Willard depleted carbide zone as auto-vac cleaning and is used 
a plurality of sectors which D. Coles, Head, Magnetics well as the sigma phase to reduce the effects of sur
provide lobed areas which Section; and Gerald V. which is present in conven face oxides that would nor
function as a pump when the Brown, Head, Cryophysics tional aluminide coatings mally hinder diffusion weld
rotor turns. The resulting Section. formed by outward diffus ing. Diffusion welding is ob
pressure distribution is simi Roger W. Luidens, Chief, ion of nickel, Grisaffe is tained by heating the assem
lar to that obtained in a hy V/STOL Propulsion Tech Chief of the Surface Protec bly in air with deadweight 
drostatic gas bearing. De nology Branch, VjSTOL and tion Branch, and Smialek is loading. The method does 
velopers of this are Fred Noise Division, developed a a materials engineer in the not require conventional va
erick T. Schuller, a materials "Multiple Fan Integrated Branch. cuum hot-press equipment. 
engineer in the Rolling Bear Propulsion Wing System." Henry G. Kosmahl, forA concept for a space ing Dynamics Section, Bear A row of fans powered by merly Head, Tube Developvehicle with an earth-like ings & Mechanical Power compressed air are position ment Section, Special Pro

atmosphere, a tapered or Transfer Branch, Fluid Sys ed along the span of each jects Office, Spacecraft, 
bullet-shaped rotating cyltems Components Division, wing. Their exhausts are de Technology Division, has in
inder and transparent at its and Warren A. Moore, a flected downward at the vented an "electron beam 
large end to obtain heat mem ber of the Engine Re trailing edge of the wing controller." This is an appa
and light from a nonrotating search & Space Power to achieve high lift. Two or drogen atoms and hydrated ratus for refocusing a spent 
mirror directed toward the Branch, Test Installations more turbo air pumps are electrons are reducing agents electron beam before it is inSun, has been developed by Division, until he left the also located on the airplane while the hydroxyl radicals jected into the collector pro
Vernon H. Gray. Vap9rs Center in June. and compressed air is ducted are oxidizing agents. A metal ducing increased efficiency 
produced in the vehicle are John A. Woollam helped from each air pump to all of can be reduced by the hy in a microwave tube. The 
condensed at the cold end invent a "hall effect mag the fans. With this arrange- drogen atoms or hydrated apparatus comprises a solen
and, because of rotational netometer." Bi2Se3 grown ment, all the fans receive electrons. The process is oid disposed around the axis 
forces, travel back along the by the Bridgeman technique compressed air as long as performed at room tempera of the spent beam between 
inner surface of the vehicle is utilized as the Hall-effect one air pump is operative, ture, normal pressure, and the interaction region of 
to its large end. Annular device in a magnetometer. thereby keeping the airplane under an inert atmosphere. the tube and the collector. 
lourves at the large end conSuch a magnetometer has balanced, even if the engine Developers of this are Char The length of the solenoid 
trol the amount of heat and an output voltage linear to fails. les E. May, Head, Chemical is from about 1/2 to 1 cy
light admitted to the vehiwithin one per cent for Three members of the Physics Section, Materials clotron wavelength while the 
cle. Gray is Head of Section magnetic fields up to 10 Materials Science Branch, Science Branch; Warren J. distance between the inter
A of the Jet Acoustics Tesla and for a given con Energy Conversion & Ma- Philipp, an aerospace tech action region and solenoid is 
Branch, V/STOL and Noise stant temperature between terials Science Division, have nologist, and Stanley J. Mar from about 1 to about 3 
Division. 1.2K and 300 K. The Bi2Se3 developed a radiation chem- sik, a nuclear engineer, both cyclotron wavelengths. Kos

has a rhombohedral crystal ical process for depositing in that section. Thomas J. Moore, until mahl has left Lewis. 

Gray 

Marsik 

(Dr. Blue's writeup will be featured in the August 24 issue) 

Dr. May Dr. Philipp Schuller Smialek Dr. Woollam 
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Dr. Kosmahl Coles 

Dr. Kosmahl, Coles 
among lab inventors 

Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl, Head, Power Amplifiers Section, 
Communication Technology Branch, Spacecraft Techno
logy Division, has invented an «electron beam controller." 

This is an apparatus for refocusing a spent electron beam 
before it is injected into a depressed collector; this refocus
ing produces increased efficiency in a microwave tube. It 
comprises a solenoid, or preferably an assembly of perma
nent magnets disposed around the axis of the spent beam 
between the interaction region of the tube and the col
lector. 

The total refocusing field consists of a decoying field re
gion and a more or less constant magnitude field stabiliza
tion region. Their respective lengths are from one to three 
cyclotron wavelengths and from one-half to one wave
length. 

In addition to the U.S. patent application, the invention 
also has been filed in eight foreign countries. It will be 
flown on the CTS spacecraft together with the multi·stage 
collector, and is being applied to the USAF-EC systems. 

"The invention helped substantially to establish record 
efficiencies in advanced traveling wave tubes," Dr. Kos
mald stated. 

An invention using a heat pipe in the production of 
radioisotopes from very intense particle accelerators has 
been developed by James W. Blue, Head, Radiation Appli
cations Office, Physical Science Division. The novelty in 
this invention is the combined use of cesium as the working 
fluid of the heat pipe and as the target material for the nu· 
clear reactions. A beam of high energy protons or similar 
nuclear particles penetrates the wall of the heat pipe 
and strikes the cesium causing a spallation reaction. This 
produces 123Xe as well as radioactive contanminants. The 
beam deposits energy in the cesium and heats it to the point 
where it vaporires. The vapor travels to the cool end of the 
chamber. The cesium condenses while the 123Xe and other 
volatile contanminants pass through a porous metal plug to 
a dry ice trap. The radioactive contaminants condense in 
this cold tra-p: while the 123Xe passes to a liquid nitrogen 
trap. The 123Xe condenses in the second trap and is held 
there for a period of time sufficient for it to decay to 
1231. 

A combined Lewis-Public Health Service effort has 
shown the 1231 should replace 131r for diagnostic studies 
of thyroid and other disease when it becomes available. 

The story on Coles' invention regarding a method of 
making superconductor wire appeared in the August 10 
issue of the Lewis News. 
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AF applies amplifier methods 
A program aimed at improving the effici

ency of the Air Force electronic counter 
measures (ECM) microwave tubes by apply
ing methods developed here for space mi
crowave amplifiers has been launched in a 
joint effort here by Lewis and the U.S. Air 
Force. 

ECM's are electronic jamming devices 
which counteract such things as radar, and 
missiles, and are flown on thousands of AF 
aircraft. 

The scope of the four-year program will 
~ to apply the efficiency enhancement 
technology of microwave tubes developed 
at Lewis to a series of AF tubes having a 
various operating frequencies, bandwidth, 
and power levels. 

"We believe that the adaptation of Lewis 
technology will pennit the AF to substan
tially increase the jamming power without 
increasing the primary DC power," explains 
Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl who will direct the 

overall analytical evaluation of the pro
gram. Dr. Kosmahl heads the Power Ampli
fier Section of the Spacecraft Technology 
Division. Assisting him are Oliver Reese and 
Norbert Stankiewicz. 

Lt. Col. Robert J. Erhart of the Aeronau
tical Systems Division at Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base in Dayton is Project Man
ager, assisted by Project Engineer Donald 
E. Laycock. Liaison work between Lewis 
and the Air Force will be directed by Lt. 
Col. Harry Staubs who heads the Lewis
based Air Force Systems Command Liaison 
Office. 

The project manager of this cooperative 
program is Peter Ramins. 

"Lewis was selected by the Air Force to 
do the work out of several laboratories 
throughout the country because of achieved 
record in efficiency improvements in micro
wave amplifiers," Dr. Kosmahl stated. 

NASA-Air Force team members include 
(standing, left to right): Dr. A. S. Gilmour, 
Jr., State University of New York at Buffa
lo; Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl, Thomas A. Fox, 
Arthur N. Curren, Ben T. Ebihara, and 
Francis E. Kavanagh, all of Lewis; (seated, 
left to right): Donald E. Laycock, Wright-

• 

Patterson Air Force Base; Lt. Col. Harry L. 
Staubs, NASA-AF Liaison Officer; Lt, Col. 
Robert J. Erhart, Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base, and Robert E. Alexovich, 
Chief of the Lewis Communications Tech
nology Branch, Spacecraft Technology Di
vision. (Donald Huebler photo) 
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Lewis Center develops new TV supertube 
A radio and television sig

nal .amplifying tube, more 
efficient· and, powerful than 
any used in space today, 
has been developed here for 
use in a cooperative U.S.
Canadian satelli� program 
to send programs to remoteo.
areas. 

I t was put together by 
Henry Kosmahl and his co
workers at NASA's Lewis 
Research Center in an ef
fort begun in 1967. 

M o s t other amplifying 
tubes are only 10% to 20% 
efficient. But the new tube 
is more than 50% efficient, 
according to Kosmahl. 

The t u b e puts out 200 
watts. This means its beam 
back to earth will be well 
defined, permitting better 
reception. 

The tube andits support-
. i n.g . apparatus will send 

programs to out-of.the-way 
places in Canada's north 
and to Alaska. 

The tube is to be powered 
bY. solar energy. It will op
erate in the superhigh fre
q u e n c y range, 12 Giga
Hertz, or 12 billion cycles 
per second, an area not on 
most radio dials. 

This will necessitate some 
reartangmg of the standard! 
TV set's insides so it can 

respond to the high frequen� 
cy impulses. 

M\SA - will bear the ex
pense of the launching vehi
cle and the United States 

- will have use of the satel
lite, to be c a 1 1 e d C T So
(Communications Technolo
g y Satellite). Canada willo
pay for everything else.o

This array of highly polished plates is the newest best and mosf povi,:� ra
dio and television signal amplifying tube in the world. Next year it will hover 
over Canada in a satellite. Henry Kosmahl and his coworkers· at NASA's 
Lewis Research Center here, put it together. 
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Emergency Partridge Fam. M ia  Family Partridge Famiy War-hate Movie ll#rs-H llovie - NR. Champs PorterWagl)IIS

B. Goldsbo!o  Night Gallery 

J n a program. change, 
Channel 5 will repeat "One 
Day at a Time," a special 
on cancer, tomorrow from 3 
to 3:30 p.m. It will pre-empt 
"Inner Circle."• • • 

Former Cleveland �rts
caster .run Kelly will share
the role as host of CBS ra
dio's "Sports World Round
u p  ' • (9:0'l am., Monday 
tilrough S a t u r d a y o n  
WERE}, s t a r t i n g  next 
week. 

The Cuyahoga County Dog Warden is starting Cl!I enforC2fflt!flt program on June 4 
that could result in fines against owners of unlicensed dogs and clogs running at large. 
Fine for failure to register is $18.00. Fine for running ot large is $18.00. As a courtesy 
to dog owners who failed to register dogs, the coupon in this notice may be used. 6ll 
out the ccupon, attach a check or money order in the amount of $4.35. Enclose a self
actdrs:::d, stamped envelope and mail application to: 

,. turing the film," said Don-- 9 :30 aid L. Perris, vice president 
llovie � ...- llalyT. llxn  � Agaill- Motie• ll!Me-
"ClimbAnll, BobNnbart Qaarld 'i:omJJIDHI"" ·aa111e11er a n  d general manager of 

10-!°: WEWS-TV. 
"Mainly, we are so proud 

lloanlaia- Ollell llarsbal  Caiul llllnlltt  Glim Marsbal linies 

11 � l'lews.Wea.,Spls. &ws.WPa..Sids- News.Wm.Sols. � that somebody finally real-Mowies Hoci Concert llowies • Sign Off ized �t you can make a 
lllolie• Movie• 
"Mm fmm ""Blood l!east'"  

CLEVElAND ANIMAL PROTECTIVE LEAGUE 
1729 Willey Ave. 

Cl.EVB.AND, OHIO 44113 

LICENSE TAG Will BE �LED TO.YOU. 
Diner's Club• 12 00 '"Uers" -VJ.P:s• �- professional film in the :30 Cleveland area. It is correct 

Kelly, who w=.n replaee 
AndtY Musser, will be at the 1•----•----•-----------------.... _.

.. _ ... ..., 

1 � � News. SioJOII and professional in every 
·A llillion·• respect.,, Slejl l!eyond• Sign Off helm of the Tuesday, Thurs

d a y and Friday editions. 
Wm Elliott will continue to 
host the Monday. Wednes
d a y and Saturday broad
casb;. 

APPLICATION FOR 1974 DOG LICENSE-

·, . : . •  ·a- 111actad1111b I P.II.. All IN THE Fm.Y. DL 8-Tl'DIIIE NOON. Cl!. 61 - '"Terror fl1llll Year s.ooo.� • .,.ldllrtisiac starts ill Ille lluam lllllse Illa tile 1aa1iJ Japanese cast WarJI Costello. TUiie 11111-
lillls 1118'.1-jear-old pajamadad � ill - chine goes DII rillllpage. 1958. C. 

800N.SO!Jt.TRQ11. Cllll-TJ11J11ell.ms,llugh llleir � room. Repeal  l PJl. Cll 43-""llow to Make a Monster."Jlasmela and Blad ltory. guests. l!obert Harris, Gaiy Conway. When iifm 
I pJ( .iAliEBAl.l.. at. I-Cleveland llllfim ·8 P.ll. WAR AND PEACE. Cl 25 - The sllldio fires make-ilJl artist. lie vows ID DSe 
· a 11ansas City Ro• Borodino commanders reflect on a battle that 1110nsters he has aealed to destroy them. 

' , haS ended in a stilemate aud has lakeo 1958. C minos. 2 P .M., � CII. 3-!Jls Angeles Dodgers 50,000 C"Yes. Pierre, stunned by the over- 1:30 p .M.. Cll Gl--Swmger·s Paradise." Ciff. us. !'.liicagu Cubs. llbe!ming devasbti:m. vo� revenge and Richards, Si.san Halllf)Shire. Singing group
4 P Jl. lENNIS. Clf. :i - World Invitational · sets forth his plan to kill N.polaln. Repeat joins morie group, 1965. C plus. Color.

i'':'°'5" 8 P.lll. fOOlBA!l.. Cit 43 - "NFl Champion- 2:30 P Jl. Cll 43-.. lnvasion of Neprune M51.� 
4 P.M., GOCF. CH. 8 - "'CBS Golf Champion- ship Games." Super Bowl Ill. Jets vs. Colts, Siomcjo Chiba. Shinjiro Ebara. Spaceship 

·--Lanny Wadkins, Gay Brewer and Sam highlights of onE of the mosl: stunning upsets from plar.et Neptune attempts to invade
Snead r.ompete in a lirst-iound match. in pro football history. Ben Gazzara. host. Earth. 1963. C. 

5 pi_ WIil£ WORLD Of SPORTS CH. 5 23 _ 8:30 P.M., M-A-s.H. Ol 8 - Hot lips decides 3 P.M .• CH. 61-"Red Danube/' Peter Lawford. 
The Mason-Dixon •500• Stock car� frolll !bat life has passed her by_ Repeal Janet _L_eigh. Ballet �ncer is aided in escape 
Dover. Del.; the International Professional 9 p M.. IARY lYl.ER MOORE SHOW CH. 8 - . by Bntish Army officer. 1950. C plus. 
Traci and field Champio�ips from Malfison: When Mary complains to Loa G� that she 4 P Jl. CH. 43-""Man From the Diner's Club; 
Square Garden. isn't giWII enougll responsibility in the Daooy Kaye. Martha Hye. • . Employe issees

5 p .II.. LAWRENCE WELK. CH. 8-lhe maes!P.I news-room, he is only too happy to comply. credit can! to suobster trymg to leave the
and his family present a score of hit songs Repeal 

- • aill!lby. 1963- B mmus. Repeated at 11 11.111. 
1:,rwhich the late Nat ""King" Cole was best 8:30 P.ll. Cll 5. 23-"'Uve Again. Die �in." 

. la10 9-3D P JI.. BOB NEWHAfiT SHOW. CH. 8 - Walter Pidgeon Geraldine Page. Sll11y of IlleWIL Swinger Howard Border suffers a bad case of adjostment at' a woman who has been IP .IL. HERE IT IS, CH. 3-The court system as the blues. Repeat brouglll bad ID life, 1974. No rating. Color. � by _the black RJ�n � the role_ of blaci 9:30 P.M.. LENNOX QUARJTI. CH. 25 - 9 P.M.. CH. 3--"Climb an Angry Mountain,"lawyers m obt1tnmg1ustice will be discussed. Performance of Haydil's Opus 20. Quartet in fess Parker. Stella Stevens. Rancher-sheriff 
fi I' .M. STAR lREK. CH. 61 - The Enterprise C Major. searches for flUfiafl who has escaped police 

crew heads for home for a well-tamed rest 1D p .M.. OWEN M,I\RSnAU: COiJNSEl.(i;: AT and is believed to be headed toward Mt Repeat i.AW, CH. 5. 23-A police officer, determined Shasta, 1973. No rating. Color. 
6:30 _l' I,\., ACADEMIC CHALlENGr.. CH. 5 - 1o find his partner'; murderer. is himself 9 P.M .• CH. 43-"'Compulsion." Orson Welles, Lakewood .>t Edward, Akron North and charged with murder. Repeal E. G. Marshall. Based on LoelH.eopold t2! 

Mass1ll0� T uslaw high schools. IO P.M., CAROL BURNETT SHOW, Cll S-Eydie 1959. B. 
.6:30 P_M., WOMAN. CH. 25 - "The CredibHity Gorme and Paul Sane! join regulars. Repeat 9 P.M� CH. 61-"'Battle Hell," Ridtard Todd. Gap." Nancy Polikoff, guest 10 p M. OlD MOVIES CH 25 _ "Toe Q!>lem" � Wduam Hartnell Documentary about exploils 
1 P Jl. �UNDSTAGE. Cll 25 - ""Seals and Ger�an film wh�h � a cl�c exam� � of tamous EngflSh fighting ship and her crew. Cro_fts. performan.:e oJ many of timr "expressionism." Paul Ewegener and Albeit 1956. a aational!y known hits.. Steinruck. 192L 11 P .M.. Cll 61-""lfighl ol the Blood Beast,'" 

Michael Emmet. Angela Greene. Astronaut _,7:08pm, AWARD WIIIIIER! 11:30 P.M.. ROCK CONCERT. C11. 5-The MahD- finds be can communicate with friendly ''HEE HAW" (8) ishnu Orchestra. The Isley Brothers, Bill Joel IIIOIISler from oute; space. 1958. C ninus. 

West, a long-time film 
buff and teacher, said: "We NAME ---------------

are deeply indebted to Per
ris and Channel 5 for giving 
the film its television pre
miere." 

ADDRESS ......... -------------

West and Homer Baldwin 
of Wadsworth. producer and 
direct.or of photography for 
"Children," have been talk
ing to a number of televi
sion syndication and movie 
distributors in New York 
about .the film. 

Musser is leaving t.o be
come sports director of a 
CBS affiliate in San Diego. 

Kelly was formerly sports 
director of old WCUY-FM 
(now W L Y T - F M ) ,  old 
WNOB-FM (oow WELW-
FM), and WKNT in Keut. 

H e  w a s  first heard on 
CBS when he covered the 

AGE 

City 

SEX 
M F COLOR· 

...... .:-

HAIR 
LONG - . SHORT 

BREED -' 
IF KNOWN 

-
Adw,6s,,men1: · -_ - OPEO 

CARPET· 
IIOBIIE 
SERVICE 
932.5900 

STERLING CARPE1\BULLETIN .��L"' 
News of cloBar-wise Sterling buys r · -- 7 CEDAR CENTER PLAZA • Cl:DAR AT WARRENSVILLE • 13964 CEDAR �OAD - -· . 

·s ·t- E R L l N G --F l · N o· s
- • t -- • •  ·- : • -

:·$3.99 VELVET _P L U - S H

i 

Discovers mill selling 2000 yards at special 
low;· low price. Buys ·entire stock. Save $3.00 
a sq. yd� this week. Competition quakes!-

With this yea(s demand high for IOll'I, nylon veJ!iet 
plush carpeting Sterling Carpet's Bernie Sheber was 
surprised and a little dubious when he found a famous 
quality mill willing to sell 200D yards at such a low price. 
With his 39 years In the carpeting business, he knows 

All colors go on sale today induding decorator delights 
like Raspberry, Ivory, light Gold, Orange, Rust, lime and 
Dresden Blue. It's a manufacturer's suggested list of 
$6.95 a square yard, now only $3.99 a square yard. Save 
nearly $3.DO a square yanf, while it lastst 

what to look for and look out for. To his amazement, be -----------------:
found this was current first run latest fashion carpet The ·-

I! cl1I¼iict•llf1 
New arrivals · 
40-80% Savings
Sterling Carpi!!s amtinually shops mills for end runs ancf short CU!firl!!S 
of the latest carpet fashions. Al 40-80';; below the price you would f/3'/ 
for the same carpet on a custom order. these are among l�e best buys m 
carpeting anywhere. Hern·s just a partial lisl of our latest arrivals. 'llalcll 
ti;is column tor new am'Jllls. Usua!ly only one-of-a-k,nd. so when you see 
something you li�e come quick or call. we·11 hold it for you. 

ROLLS 
Size: Desaiption: Reg. (Sq.Yd.) Safe: 
12x75' Cyprus Green & Bronze Nylon Sj)lush SB.95 $ 8.93 ·7 p •• i,n,rm ·y 11,11 ..., 1 ,c� CH. 61 

and Poco. . 11:25 P .M.. CH. 3-"Toe Killers." l!e Marvin, 
·"'·• ""•�"'- ""-u,,u.,w. - Angje llickinso Hired . kill teacherGranny's old-I� ways of prelflding 1 A.M.. SPEAKEASY. Cit 5-Jon lord ol Deei, 1964. C plus. �lor. massim; . • • Ifie weather are pitted against the Weather Pu!J)le. Ozzy Osboome of Black Sabbath, Ian . • • , • 

FHA approved quality and 10-year wear quality was the 
topper! . 

·saturday /Sunday only:
15x7P Spring Green Nylon Pfusll 6.95 3.99 
1514411 Mandarin Orange Nylon Plush 6.95 3.99 
15x90 Ovster Plush Nylon 6-95 :i!!9Bureeu's advanced technology. Repeat · Hurrier of Molt the Hoople and Y/endy ll:25 P.M.. _CH. &--1he V.I.P. s Eraabeth

. . Waldman Taylor. Richard Burton. Cross-section of 1:30 P.M.. !ASSIE. CH. 61 - Lassie IS a. · V.1.P."s who wait overnight in post-war 
compassionate mend to Lucy Baker. Repeat • London airport's lounge for fog-ile!ayed lligtrt 

8 PM  EMEP.GENC:V CH 3 - G finds it V1:0Dam, Joa � laa Hunter lo New York. i963. B. Color.· � • • . · age Ony Osboume & Welldy takes a drfferent kind of courage to lace : Waldmn on SPEAKUSY 1:25 A.M.. Cff. 8-"!f I Had a Mi'.riDll," W. C. lelelT!Slon ca111eras. Repeat 
Host CHIP MOICI( (S) fields. Charles Laughton: Ecuntrit million-

CH ' a,re deodes to leave his money lo eight 8 P.M..TK£ PARTRIDGE FAMILY, • 5, 23 -
_ str.....,,. 1932. B. llaiben Kintailfs nephew. encourage11 bJ Ille . M ...... � 

Partridges in his ambilion lo becalle a ov,es 1:30 A.M.. CH. 3-"tonelyllre the Bmt. h Kirk 
aifflfdian. has a problem-fl! freezes Im, 10-.30 A.M.. at. 61-•Jm;gle Jiln ill Foriiddell· Douglas. ahael Caine. Cowlloy escapes 
• llUlieac2 of lllOII! lilan thre!. � l.allf." lllmnyW!imlall!r. 1951, C. tom jail� for IIIOonfains. 1961, 8. 

• 

"A better buy on beautiful carpeting, one couldn't find," 
aclai111ed Sheber! "Send me 2000 yards. I'll sell it in a 
week," he predicts. "I want people to come in and see 
this and then compare. it's such an amazing value!" 

Special on · Splush 
Save $5 a yard 
Not a plash. not a shag-sculptured splusll carpeting is 
the best of boll!. On the 111arket for only a year, splush 
is catching on fast No wonder: It works well in both 
formal and infonnal decor. Has great wearing character
istics and doesn't show· marks and stains. 
So new and so much in ·demand, there's veiy little at a 
Special price. But, Sterling found a mill with just 800 
square yards. Sterling's Bernie Sheher bought It's just 
aniYed. A tnie- luxury: carpet with a manufacturers 
suggested retail of $12.95. Save nearly $5 a square yard 
at this, Sterling Carpet's "Special on Splush" in-stock
price of $7.99 a square Jani. See 'Splusb.' Sate oo 
$plDslL "°"· 

SAVE 50%
$1.99 PATIO 

CARPETING ARRIVES 
Just in · time. Famous Ozite and Armstrong outdoor 
carpeting in 8 current colors. An amazing value on the 
nation's leading outdoor carpeting. Easy to install 
yourself. Add a splash of luxury to porch, pool or patio 
for half the price. just $1.99 a square yard. llow, while 
supply Iasis. lZ ar 6' widths. 

Grass Carpeting Cut 

, Save $4 a square yard this weekend only on foam-backed
ouldoor gra$ carpeting. Manufacturer's suggested retail 
rJSt price is $8.95. Sterling's regular price is $5.99. But 
this weekend only lhe price is mowed down $1 more to 
only $4.99 a square yard. Huny before it grows back to 
the regular price. 

Sterling Goes to the Wall 
on Wall-to-Wall Nylon 
$3.99 SQ. YD. 

I Just arrived is a selection of toMi sculptued a11d
textured nylon carpeting in the latest patterns and 
colors. All have FHA approval arid a IO-year wear 
warranty. Sterling Carpet's Be�ie _Sheber_ found a mill
willing to sell at a very low pnce tf Bernie bought the 
entire lot and stored it in his store. So it's a little crowded 
right now in the Sterling showroom. But, at a go-to-the· 
wall saving of nearly $3.00 a square yard below the 
manufacturer's suggested list this will clear our walls 
fast. We'll cut it wall to wall or in area rug sizes. When 
you come to Sterling, save time and money. W�ll-to-wa,11100'£ nylon at only $3.99 a square yaid. While lllefe s 
still a good seledioA. 

12x66 Sra:ma Rust Nylon Twist 10.95 5.99
12x483 Medium Blue Heavy Acrvfic Plush 12.95 1.99

Size: 
12xl3' 
12d4' 
12xll' 
lM 
1Fx9 
1a910 

RUGS 
Desaiption: 
Maple Brown Sculplured Nylon S?ltisll 
Bright Lime Nylon Plush 
Red, White & Blue Tone Nyloo Shag 
Nau1icaf Blue Pri�t Nylon on foam 
Chrome Brown Sculptured Nylon Sl)!usb 
"Jonqllil Yellow Polyester Shag 

Reg. Sale: 
S255.00$145.00 
152.00 75.00 
165.00 ll9.00 
B0.00 69.00 
155_00 89.00 
143.0ll :19.DD 

you name the pricP. 

C.irvetmg that doesn·t mn,e fast at St!r1ir.g ,;oes t� GLir �rn 
basemellt We 11011t to say bye-hye lo this m�o!m� Ire-:, :,Y-£1:'�e sales. 
so l10 reasonable offerwiil be :elused. Wale� th,, column. GreatbullS for 
gr:!iit b� 

Size: 
12189 
12158" 
121331 

1h23 
J2x24' 

Size: 
lSxlc> 
12xll' 
12117 
1Sx19' 
12d3 

ROLLS 
Desaiption: Reg. (Sq.Yd.) Sale: 
Olive-Gold Sculptured Pr;iyes!� 
Pi!.? (dye-hr.e) 
Rcsewood Tip Sheaf Ny!on 
Gray Handm!de Wool Plush 
Sea foam Green Puerto Ri12n 
Handlr.ade Sculptured Wool 
Beige Textured loop Wool WrltM 

RUGS 

Description: 
Cocoa Sru!ptured Handmade Wool 
light Green Carvtd Woof Wilton 
Pale Aqua Treebark Wool Willon 
f.ameo Green Sculptured Wool WiltoD 
Gray Handmade Looped Wool 

S 11.95.t 3.59. !39:, 4.9:g 
19.55 4.99 
24.95 ,.9!1
18 95 4.59 

Reg. Sale: 
�80 OOS120.00 
150.00 45.l!O 
299.00 SOJO 
384.00 149.00 
408.00 15.ID 

,', 

.'i

• 

; I  ; 
i 
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..,. LORely Bme•• · • . Neas, Sign O!f  

NASA upgrades missile jammers 
' -�"'-!: .. � 

·>Electronro j21DIIling devi a joint four.year program amplifying tube by Henry 
� _ ta,counteract enemy ra for applying space mic:ro Kosmabl and coworkers at 
d�t';;:� missiles will be w a v e  amplifiers already lewis for a U.S.--C-auadian llHiea,lmproved as the re developed here t.o permit communications satellite. sljt .9! work do:ne here at" the Air Force to substantial-
NASA�a Lewis Research" 1 y increase its jamming The tube operates at 50% or 
C®t.er- power. more efficiency i:l contrast ·,_.·.· · 
':l'he Air Force and the An important factor con t o other tubes, which are 

� center have begun cerns the creation of an only 10% to 12% efficient. 
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They developed the transmitter for CTS -

Left to right: Elmer H. Davidson, Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl and H. Warren Plohr listen as 
Robert E. Alexovich, principal investigator for the TEP experiment, explains features of 
the CTS radio frequency system. 

Left to right: William F. Loftus and Sco 
console as Joseph L. Fiala examines prOCE 

Left to right: Gerald J. Chomos goes over details of high power tube construction with 
James DePauw and Arthur M. Curren. 

A team of 40 persons drawn 
from the Spacecraft Technology 
and Test Installations Division re
cently completed nine day of 
around-the-clock in-orbit testing 
of the 200-watt Transmitter Ex
periment Package (TEP) aboard 
the Communications Technology 
Satellite spacecraft. 

The spacecraft was launched 
January 17. 

The first series of evaluations 
demonstrated that the TEP, the 
high power radio frequency trans
mitter for the spacecraft, per
formed according to ground tests. 

The TEP consists of two major 
subassemblies, the output stage 
tube and the power processing 
system and is the highest powered 
transmitter in space with broad
cast power 10 times that of op
erational space communications 

Clifford E. Siegert (left) and Karl F. Reader check connections to TEP package while 
John V. Staskus and Richard W. Vasicek review data from life test. 

Photos by Don Huebler 

Left to right: Royce W. Myhre, David D. Renz and John J. 
Ropchock check performance of antenna used for tracking 
CTS spacecraft. 
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now they monitor its performance •
In space 

Barnes conduct TEP experiment at control 
s brought by Marjorie E. Edwards. 

Michael D. Richardson (standing) and Dr. Edward F. Miller observe TV monitor as James 
F. Travis makes adjustments. 

Godfrey Anzic (kneeling) adjusts transmitter power at Lew
is ground station as Jerry Smetana observes. David Jurgens 
relays power reading to control center. 

items. 
The team will evaluate the TEP 
riodically during the two-year 
:>ected space life of CTS to a
leve the following experiment 
jectives: 
• To demonstrate in space an 
lplifier operating with an ef
iency greater than 40 percent 
:l a saturated radio frequency 
tput power greater than 180 
Ltts at a frequency of 12 giga
rtz. 
• To demonstrate reliable, 
:h efficiency performance for 
~ transmitter experiment pack
~ for two years in a space en
onment; 
• And to obtain fundamental 
~a for further advancement in 
l state-of-the-art of high power 
crowave amplifier operations 
space. 

Paul R. Auerhamer (left), George R. Smolak and Louis 
Gedeon review TEP thermal data. 

The CTS project, a joint effort 
of Canada and the U.S., began in 
1971. The U.S. provided the 
launch vehicle, the TEP, and test 
support during the spacecraft de
velopment. Canada developed the 
spacecraft and is operating it in 
orbit. Joint experiment time is 
shared equally between the two 
countries. The joint venture 
promises relatively low cost color 
TV reception to communities 
throughout Canada, Alaska and 
the Rocky Mountain states. 

"Satisfactory operation of the 
TEP has shown that the CTS 
spacecraft is ready and able to 
support the experiments by the 
U.S. and Canada during its life in 
space," predicted Dr. Edward F. 
Miller, who led the in-house eval
uation tests of the TEP. 

A 

Monitoring CTS spacecraft operations are test conductors (left to right) Richard J. Kraw
czyk, Louis R. Ignaczak, Joseph A. Hemminger, Robert J. Zakrajsek and Mark R. McCrae. 

Monitoring computer operations in the CTS telementry 
center are (left to right) Bruce G. Lindow, James W. Bag
well and Edward J. Petrik. 
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Better communications through... 

Branch Chief Robert E. Alexovich (leftJ. Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl and Dr. Edward F. Miller 
discuss new and on-going programs while secretary Marjorie E. Edwards reviews notes. 

Michael D. Richardson (leftJ and Scott P. Barnes evaluate 
video system for International Radio Consulting Committee 
study. 

Dr. James A. Dayton, Jr. 
inspects scattering chamber 
for laser light diagnostics 
ofelectron beams. 

Dr. Denis J. Connolly (leftJ and Frank E. Kavanagh per
form cold test measurements on tube components. 

Godfrey Anzic (leftJ and Royce W. Myhre calibrate micro
wave equipment. 

The Communications 
Technology Branch, where 
nearly one-third of the staff 
holds Ph.D. degrees, can also 
boast of being the prime 
Lewis group involved in on
going research in communi
cations technology. 

The branch is headed by 
Robert E. Alexovich and 
performs research and devel
opment of high power satel
lite communications sys
tems, microwave power 
transmission from space and 
related technology for both 
terrestrial and space appli
cations. 

Current projects include 
support of the Communica
tions Technology Satellite 
(CTS) program, developing 
high efficiency collectors 
for an electronic counter
measures program and other 
programs. 

The branch's Power Amp
lifier Section, headed by Dr. 
Henry G. Kosmahl, develops 
high efficiency microwave 
tubes which form the basis 
of the newest high power 
communications satellites. 
Section members work on 
matrix cathodes, operating 
them at high current densi
ties to understand the mech-

Arthur N. Curren (seated) examines spacecraft telemetry 
while Thomas A. O'Malley checks antenna position. 

...technology! 
anisms of operation and de
termine how to increase 
their life. In addition, the 
Section performs work on 
advanced cathodes, using 
field emission from an array 
of 5000 points in an area 
the size of the period at the 
end of this sentence. 

This Section also is in the 
process of investigating high 
power amplifiers for poten
tial use in a solar power sta
tion that would transmit en
ergy via microwaves to a 
large receiving antenna sys
tem," Alexovich said, add
ing, "These technologies 
may be required by NASA 
around the turn of the 
century." 

The Systems Engineering 
Section, headed by Dr. Ed
ward F. Miller, develops ap
plications of high power 
communications technology 
using satellites, and evaluates 
devices for their suitability 
to perform required com
munications functions. To 
achieve these objectives, the 

Norbert Stankiewicz (leftJ 

section performs analyses 
and measurements of com
munications systems for 
transmission of signals such 
as video, audio, and high 
and low speed digital data. 

For the CTS program, 
the section's tasks range 
from evaluating engineering 
model tube performance 
with a single unmodulated 
carrier to evaluating the 
spacecraft communications 
transponder in orbit with 
multiple video signals. A 
study is underway on how 
best to develop the 40 and 
80 GHz frequency bands 
for space broadcast. The 
emphasis of the sections 
work is currently shifting 
from analog (continuous) 
signal processing to digital 
(non-continuous) process
ing. Frequency sharing tech
niques between analog and 
digital television systems are 
being developed to assist in 
international planning on 
the use of the frequency 
spectrum. 

and Thomas A. Fox confer 
on testing the Air Force's electronic counter measure tUbe. 

Photos by Martin Brown 
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Scientists hear Kosmahl 

Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl, 
Head, Power Amplifier Sec
tion, recently made a two
hour presentation to some 
SO scientists and engineers 
at Hughes Electron Dyna
mics Division, Torrance Cali
fornia. 

Dr. Kosmahl spoke on 
"High Efficiency Electron 
Tube Work at Lewis." 

In requesting Dr. Kos

mahl 's appearance, Hughes 
Electron Dynamics Division 
Managers wrote, "We would 
be most appreciative to have 
Dr. Kosrnahl address our 
technical staff on the subject 
of Traveling Wave Tube Ef
ficiency Improvements. We 
are convinced that the tech
nical exchange that this 

would stimulate would pro 
vide benefits tonboth our or
ganizations." 
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Air Force Major Erik Buck {left} and Dr. Henry G. Kos
mahl review an experimental version of a multi-stage de
pressed collector developed by Lewis researchers. (Don 
Buehler photo) 

""--Air Force eyes TWT 
Lewis' collectors are depressed but the Air Force and 

Navy are elated! 
With techniques known as multi-stage depressed collec

tors (MOC) and spent beam refocusing, both developed by 
Lewis experts Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl and Peter Ramins, 
better high power communications and radars are now pos
sible. 

Acknowledging the accomplishments of Lewis over re
cent years in traveling wave tubes (TWT), the Air Force 
and the Navy have concluded an extended agreement for 
joint involvement with Lewis that will extend work through 
1980. 

Lewis will continue analyses and experiments to improve 
TWT efficiency and performance. The Air Force will run a 
parallel TWf program which exploits the developments at 
Lewis, make manufacturing refinements and plan how 
best to use the new technology in advanced systems. The 
Navy's Weapon Support Center, Crane, Indiana, will furnish 
the TWT's along with extensive expertise. 

Air Force and Navy attention is focused particularly on 
the tubes for the ALQ-99 electronic countermeasures sys
tem. The system is used on the new Air Force's EF-111 
aircraft and the Navy's EA-6 aircraft. The EF-11 I is the 
electronic version of the famous fighter bomber. As the 
Air Force's new stand-off jammer, the EF-111 is designed 
to protect friendly aircraft by jamming hostile radars and 
to provide a more powerful defense with fewer airplanes. 

Air Force Major Erik Buck has been assigned to Lewis' 
Communications Technology Branch. He will act in a dual 
role as both an Air Force and NASA engineer. "I'll help 
uphold and expedite the Air Force's end of the interde
pendency agreement, plus be a part of the Lewis team of 
TWT experts. The Lewis team is regarded by key outsiders 
as the best anywhere," Major Buck said. He added, "Cur
rent conventional vintage TWT's key frequencies may have 
been operating at only 15 percent efficiency, putting out 
about two kilowatts of radio power for a power consump
tion of 14 kilowatts. This wasted energy must be dissipat
ed as heat. The excess heat severely reduces the lifetime of 
both the tubes and the aircraft generators which must sup
ply the power. Inefficient TWT's are power hogs which 
can't be tolerated on a cost basis, and would be inadequate 
for the more demanding defense missions of the future." 

Multi-stage depressed collectors use several collectors, 
typically two or four, at a variety of negative (depressed) 
potentials to catch the electrons just as they have spent 
their energy. Leftover electron beam energy is a major 
source of wasted TWT energy. 

"The trick is not to achieve the highest efficiencies. 

That has already been done with sophisticated designs. 
Fifty-six efficiency has been obtained with 9-stage multi
stage depressed collectors on the Communications Techno
logy Satellite. The challenge is to achieve very high efficien
cies with simple, practical low cost designs," Major Buck 
explained. 

Spent beam refocusing keeps the electron beam narrow 
and reduces radial velocity spread (wasted energy), allowing 
more efficient smaller tubes. The refocusing acts along a 
length of the beam changing transverse (crosswise) veloci
ties of the electrons, which would spread from the beam, 
into the axial, (rotational) motion. 

According to Dr. Kosmahl, overall efficiencies of better 
than 40 percent appear reachable for high power wide band 
TWT's at important frequencies using the just described 
techniques. 



Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl 

Kosmahl receives 

IEEE's top honor 
Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl, 

Head of the Power Ampli
fier Section of the Applica
tions Division, was recently 
elected a Fellow of the In
stitute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers 
(IEEE). The honor was giv
en to Dr. Kosmah.l for his 
"contributions to the the
ory of traveling-wave tubes 
and klystrons leading to in
creased efficiencies." 

Although the citation 
might sound complicated, 
Dr. Kosmahl explained that 
his work was actually done 
on a converter of leftover 
kinetic energy. The energy, 

(Continued on page 2) 
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Kosmahl... 
(Continued from page J) 

if allowed to escape, be
comes useless heat. The con
verter changes this heat into 
potential energy which is re
turned to the power supply. 
Use of such a converter re
duces the power consump
tion significantly and im
proves efficiency by a factor 
of 3 to 20 depending on 
conditions_ 

The converter has a wide 
application in the communi
cations field. It is currently 
used on the Communica
tions Technology Satellite 
as well as on military planes 
and ships. Dr. Kosmahl said 
the future possibilities of 
this technology are numer
ous. 

Dr. Kosmah.l has also re
ceived other honors for his 
work. In 1974 he was award
ed the NASA Exceptional 
Scientific Achievement 
Medal. In 1977 he was joint
ly honored by the IEEE and 
the Department of Defense 
with a Technology Advance
ment Award. Dr. Kosmahl 
has worked at Lewis since 
1962. 
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Center gives $15,000 award to inventor K osmahl 
Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl of NASA Lewis Research Center 

has received the highest monetary award ever granted a 
Lewis researcher for his invention leading to the develop
ment of the world's most efficient and powerful electronic 
tube for amplifying audio and video signals from space. 

The $15,000 award was given to Dr. Kosmahl for his 
invention of the Depressed Collector Tube. He heads the 
Microwave Amplifier Section at the Lewis Center. 

The tube operated at more than 50 percent efficiency on 
the Communications Technology Satellite. (CTS). The· 
CTS was a joint venture between this country and Canada 
to transmit pictures from earth to the CTS 22,000 miles 
in space and then back to remote areas of this continent. 

Unlike ordinary traveling wave tubes, which are rela
tively inefficient, Dr. Kosmahl's invention has a collector 
attached to the end of it to retrieve the excess energy and 
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Deputy Director Dr. John M. Klineberg presents $15,000 
check to Lewis inventor Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl. (Dan 
Laity photo) 

return it to the power supply for reuse. The device is a 
series of electrodes, resembling concave plates, that 
recover electrons of varying velocities just after they have 
spent their energy. 

The collector not only sorts out the electrons by velocity, 
but also slows them down and prevents them from stream
ing back into the tube. An example of the principle would 
be a series of conducting plates to catch water droplets 
coming from a fountain. When the droplets reach an apex, 
the role of the collector is to catch the droplets before they 
fall down. 

Kosmahl's invention and its perfection by his co� 
workers was called "revolutionary" by his professional 
peers. It ·is being applied by the Department of Defense as 
part of its electronic warfare arsenal. 

The German-born Lewis Center scientist holds 10 U.S. 
patents, six foreign patents and has three pending. In 1974, 
the NASA agency awarded him its highest science medal 
for his Depressed Collector Tube invention. Dr. Kosmahl 
also is a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronk 
Engineers and is listed in Who's Who in Science and Tech
nology and American Men of Science. He delivered invited 
lectures at Stanford, Cornell, MIT and CWRU, published 
over 40 journal articles and co-authored two books. 

Dr. Kosmahl lives in Olmsted Falls with his wife, Gisela. 
They are the parents of two daughters and a son. 
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BUSINES·S 

Chrysler to trim 5,400 white-collar workers in U.S., Canada 
,,

company would undergo staff 
reductions and further consolidation 
of functions. 

One proposed consolidation was 
blocked last week by the Canadian 
government, Chrysler Canada Ltd. 
confirmed. The company wanted to 
move its traffic and purchasing 
departments in Windsor, Ont., to 
similar offices nearby in the Detroit 

area, but bad to cancel the plan 
when Canadian Industry Minister 
Herb Gray wired protests from 
Ottawa. 

Gray had not been asked to ap
prove the transfer, which he must 
do under the agreement that will 
guarantee Chrysler Canade loans 
of $200 million - about $174 mil
lion in U.S. funds. 

U.S. trade panel 

refuses to hurry its 

auto import probe 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S. 

International Trade Commission 
refused to quicken its investigation 
into whether auto impor'ts are 
damaging the long-suffering U.S. 
auto industry. 

The commission, however, is ex
pected to consider next week other 
responses to a call for a Speedup 
made by President Carter, com
mission spokesman Hal Sundstrom 
said. 

Sundstrom said the commission 
was making only "an interim deci
sion" when it rejected a proposal 
by its chairman, William Alberger, 
to accelerate the investigation by 
60 days. That would have meant a 
decision on the imports by Oct. 12 
and before the November election. 

Sundstrom said the commission 
is "actively considering possible 
alternative proposals." That could 
mean a possible speedup of less 
than two months. 

Carter asked the commission 
July 10 to push ahead with hearings 

· to determine whether imports,

which captured 28% of the U.S. 
market in May, are damaging the 
domestic auto makers. 

Carter had promised to seek the 
speedup when he met with car 
makers and labor leaders in Detroit 
two weeks ago. 

This month, 51 Democratic and 
Republican senators also urged the 
ITC to streamline its investigation. 
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., called the 
delay totally unacceptable and 
incomprehensible. 

In requesting the ITC to move 
faster, Carter emphasized he is not 
attempting to prejudge the com
plaint. But he cautioned that a :SUC
month investigation woulii cause 
severe burdens on an already 
devastated industry. 

"This case touches so ma;11y 
businesses, workers and consumers 
in this country that an investigation 
of normal iength could cause major 
uncertainties, which could signifi
cantly affect automobile trade· and 
production," the president said ,.in 
his July 10 req1:1est. 

EPA refuses waiver 

for Cadillac engine 
DETROIT (AP) - The U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency 
has refused to ease one pollution 
standard for a new Cadillac engine 
that for the first time could vary 
the number of working cylinders, 
the EPA announced. 

The General Motors Corp. luxury 
car division has refused to confirm 
trade reports that it will introduce 
such an engine this fall, and GM 
spokesman Nimn Bardus declined 
comment on EPA's action. 

journals, the Cadillac engine would 
be a V-B·that would use electronic 
controls to disconnect as many as 
four cylinders when not needeii. 
EPA said the engine would displace 
6.0 liters (368 cubic inches), a size 
that Cadillac makes in carburetor 
and fuel-injection versions . 

Ford Motor Co. tried for several 
years to develop a similar engine 
as an in-line six, with three cylin
ders disconnected by mechanical 
means. But the company announced 
in 1977 it was giving up the project 
because the projected gain in fuel 
economy would be too small to 
justify in light of the complex 
mechapism needed. 

Panax Corp., publisher, to go out of business 
WILLIAMSTON, Mich. (AP) -

Panax Corp., publisher of five daily 
newspapers in Michigan, has taken 
a first step toward going out of 
business, company officials said. 

The  corporation announced 
agreement in principle to sell three 
of its Michigan dailies and two 
weeklies, all in the Upper Peninsu
la, to Thomson Newspaper Pub
lishing Co., a subsidiary of Thomson 
Newspapers Ltd. of Toronto, Ont., 

publisher of more than 50 news
papers in the United States. 

The agreement includes the sale 
of the Mining Journal in Marquette, 
the Daily Press in Escanaba, the 
Daily News in Iron Mountain, and 
the two weeklies, the Copper Nug
get in Houghton and Mid-Peninsula 
Press in Escanaba. 

The value of the proposed trans
action was not disclosed. 

Frank Shepherd, executive vice 
president of Panax, said the firm 
will sell· all its holdings, including 
daily newspapers in Mount Pleasant 
and Mount Clemens and about 30 
weekly pl;!pers in Michigan and 
other states. 

Shepherd said the liquidation has 
been recommended by the compa
ny's board of directors and will be 
subject to approval by the holders 
of a majority of the outstanding 

shares of Panax at a meeting to 
be held soon. He declined to com
ment on the reason for the 
liquidation. 

Under the plan of liquidation, 
Panax will have 12 months to 
liquidate all its holdings following 
stockholder approval of the plan. 
If unsuccessful, Sheplierd said, the 
properties will go into a liquidating 
trust for sale, with proceeds going 
. to the stockholders. 

In its announcement from"Wasb
ington, D.C., EPA said its "technical 
and statistical analysis of this en
gine predicts that it is capable of 
meeting the (carbon monoxide) 
emission standard, and, therefore, 
has not met the · criteria for re
ceiving a waiver" permitting use 
of the present standard. 

According to the agency, GM said 
the refusal might delay marketing 
of the Cadillac line a few days. 

In another development, EPA 
said it was granting a waiver for 
the 1.6-liter (98 cubic inches} 
Chevrolet Chevette engine for 1982 
because GM could not develop the 
control technology in time. GM and 
other manufacturers have received 
similar waivers for other engines. 

According to reports 1.n trade 

Since then, electronic engine 
controls directed by microcomput
ers have advanced greatly. 

Starting with 1981 models, cars 
are supposed to emit no more than 
3.4 grams of carbon monoxide per 
mile. This year, the limit is 7.0 
grams. Most measures to control 
carbon monoxide increase other 
pollutants, such as nitrogen oxides. 

A committee convened by the 
National Academy of Sciences re
ported last month that the new 
carbon monoxide standard probably 
was too strict and that nitrogen 
oxides were the more dangerous 
pollutant. 

FCC subpoenas records, launches Western Union probe 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 

Federal Communications Commis
sion bas quietly launched a ma}or 
investigation of alleged anti-com
petitive practices by the Western 
Union Telegraph Co., the Associated 

· Press has learned.

The investigation was approved
by the full commission during a
closed-door meeting Thursday. The
decision was accompanied by a
strict order to the FCC's staff not
to discuss the matter.

The commission's approval of the
probe, said to be unanimous, was
immediately followed by the issu-

ance of a subpoena demanding 
certain business records from 
Western Union, according to 
sources who asked not to be 
identified. 

Western Union spokesman War• 
ren Bechtel confirmed the company 
bad _been informed by FCC officials 
that an investigation was being 
launched. He refused, however, to 
discuss the specific alleg�tions. 

"The company expects to par
ticipate fully in an investigation 
ordered by the FCC of Western 
Union's interconnection and pricing 
practices ... ," Bechtel said in a 

prepared statement. "We welcome 
the opportunity to demonstrate that 
our practices have been entirely 
consistent with the Communications 
Act; the commission's rules, orders 
and policies, and ' the public 
interest." 

According to a variety of sources, 
the investigation is unusual because 
the FCC considered it serious 
enough to have been referred to 
the Justice Department, but decided 
its own investigators could act more 
quickly. 

The investigation involves West
ern Union's dealings with the so-

called international record carriers. 
The FCC authorized Western Union 
just five months ago to begin 
international competition with the 
record carriers. 

A record carrier is a firm that 
. transmits written records - such 
as telegrams, telex messages and 
· <:9mputer data - as opposed to
voice communications such as
telephone, television and radio.

Until the FCC's formal order last
February, Western Union had a
monopoly over the provision of
domestic telex and telegram serv
ice. In that order, however, the

,. 

commission not only authorized 
. Western Union to begin participat

ing in the international arena, but 
expanded from five to 26 the num
ber of cities in which international 
carriers could offer service directly 
to the public. 

The commission also authorized 
Graphnet Inc. to begin offering 

· telegram service domestically.

According to the sources, there
are two prongs to the investigation.
First, even though Western· Union
is losing money on the rates it
charges for handling telegrams
routed to and from the international

carriers, it has lowered those rates 
by as much as 22%. 

•· 

The sources said that has the 
effect of threatening to drive 
Graphnet from the telegram field. 
Graphnet's contracts with the 
international carriers specify the 
carriers have the right to stop 
routing traffic t<i. the firm if it does 
not match Western Union's price. 
' Secondly, the sources said, it has

become apparent that Western 
Union is refusing to comply with 
the FCC's order requiring the 
interconnection of its facilities .with 
those of the international carriers 
in their 21 new gateway cities. 

• • 
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Lewis man 

:·wins again 

NASA rewards 
Kosmahl for his 
power-saving tube 

By SteP;hen A. Blossom 
Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl, a research scien

tist at the NASA Lewis Research Center here, 
'could be called a collector of awards. 

His latest award (accompanied by a check 
·rfor $15,000) is a certificate of recognitionr
'from NASA's Inventions and Contributionsr
•rBoard "For the creative development of ar

scientific contribution. . . . of significant value
... in aerospace technology ... the multistage
depressed-collector (MDC) Systemr
Components."r

The device, more familiarly known as the
Kosmahl Tube, can perform as a super radarr

' jammer in electronic warfare or as an effec
tive power saver in communications satellites.r

Three years ago, the Department of De
fense and the Institute of Electrical and Elec
tronic Engineers jointly awarded Kosmahlr

.. recognition for contributions to the theory and

. application of high-efficiency concepts inr
electro�cs. 

Three years before that, NASA awarded 
him its highest science medal for developing 
the tube in the first place. 

He holds 10 U.S. patents and six foreign 
patents, is the author of two books and 40 
papers and has lectured widely in the Unitedr·r

In its commercial application, the impor• 
·rtance of the Kosmahl Tube will be most evi

dent in UHF-TV transmitters throughout ther
United States. When these transmitters are inr
operation, the tube is expected to save oner
billion kilowatt-hours a year.r

With energy becoming more expensiver
. every year, that's not peanuts.r

Kosmahl estimates that the tube willr

Henry C. Koamahl, inventor of a auper radar jammer for the U.S. armed 
forces, displays his latest research project in an electronic laboratory at 
NASA'• Lewis Research Center. 

. boost a transmitter's efficiency from 15% tor Technology Satellite, managed by Lewis. Kosmahl came to the United States in 50% or 60% -m many cases. In a communica
tions satellite it reduces power consumption The tube, about 3 feet long and weighing 1956, when the cold war was stirring fears of 
by a factor of one half to two thirds. 10 pounds, costs about $16,000 installed aboard a conflict with Russia, and the United States 

a military aircraft. In such applications, it can was suffering from a shortage of scientists in 
The tube operated for three years on an protect airplane squadrons against missiles those years. He joined NASA in 1962 and now 

experimental basis aboard the Communication and radar. lives in Olmsted Falls. 
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CWRU to hear 
Kosmahl's lecture 

Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl of 
Lewis' Space Com
munications Division. 
Microwave Amplifier Section 
has been invited 10 deliver a 
lecture on "Electron Beam 
Devices Status and Trends" at 
acolloquium on January 14 at 
Case Weslern Reserve 
University. 

This marks his second 
presentation at CWRU. In 
1979 he discussed the" use of 
travelling waves interacting 
with electron beams to 
amplify very high 
frequencies. " 

Essentially Kosmahl will 
conduct a review of progress 
across the entire spectrum of 
electron beam devices, 
emphasizing the importance 
of research into various means 
of achieving high frequency 
amplification. 

Among these are the optical 
methods, including the laser 
beam. But as Kosmahl 
explains, "the laser has 

, 
" i& 

Kosmahl 
serious limitations in power 
and frequency. Electron 
amplification, for all practical 
purposes may extend to 
infinity. You can go higher 
and higher." 

As lower frequencies are 
occupied by various 
applications, Kosmahl 
contends, communications 
require the creation of new 
frequencies not yet allocated 
or assigned. NASA's 
contribution to this effort 
involves the efficient 
generation of new waves as 
energy becomes more 
expensive. 



NASA device could significantly 
reduce power needs of UHF TV stations 

A compact radio wave 
amplifier invented by Dr. 
Henry G. Kosmahl of Lewis 
may benefil UHF television 
stations by reducing their 
electrical power requirements 
significantly. 

This saving has potential 

advantages especially for the 
nalion's non-commercial 
public television stations since 
the majority of them transmit 
on the UHF television band. 

The device is a multi-stage 
depressed collector and was 
originally invented by 

Kosmahl to improve 
communications satellite 
efficiencies. The device is 
used to increase the intensity 
of the radio signals 
transmitted by com
munications satellites without 

(Continued on page 2) 

.NA~A reducing V111( power needS••• 
(Continued from page 1) 

increasing their electric power 
consumption - a real benefit 
for solarcell-operated 
spacecraft. The device can 
also be used for terrestrial 
microwave or ultra high 
frequency (UHF) television 
transmissions. 

A typical. large. 
200,OOO-watt UHF television 
station in a medium to large 
metropolitan area requires 
about s300,000 worth of 
electricity per year to stay on 
the air. 

Smaller stations servicing 
smaller markets require less 
power. By 1985. with 
expected fuel surcharge and 
inflation increases, the 
electric bill for all the nation's 
UHF broadcasters could reach 
slOO million. 

The application of the 
multi-stage depressed 
collector to transmitter 
amplifier tubes now installed 
at UHF stations could reduce 
their electric consumption by 

as much as one-third to 
one-half. This could amount to 
a savings of some s45 million 
beginning in 1985. Installation 
and equipment charges for this 
device are expected to pay for 
themselves in one year. 

UHF television stations 
presently use devices call 
klystrons to generate and 
amplify the ultra high 
frequency current, which is the 
broadcast signal. Klystrons are 
vacuum electronic tubes which 
operate at efficiencies of only 
about 10 to 15 percent. By 
modifying the klystrons to 
include the multi-stage 
depressed collector. 
efficiencies of up to 30 
percent are achievable. These 
higher efficiencies reduce 
power consumption levels 
correspondingly. 

Kosmahl estimates the cost 
of converting the multi-stage 
depressed collector to work 
with UHF transmitter 
klystrons would be about a 
million dollars and would 

involve a development 
program lasting about about 
three years. Following that 
effort, individual UHF 
stations could purchase 
klystrons with the 
efficiency·improving device 
directly from industry 
sources. 

Kosmahl invented the 
device in 1969 and was 
awarded a U.S. patent in 
1972. An experimental model 
of the electron beam device. 
fabricated by Litton 
Industries, was launched 
aboard the Communications 
Technology Satellite in 1976 
for a 
three·and-one-half-year-Iong 
test managed by Lewis 
Research Center. During lhat 
period, it produced the most 
powerful radio signals ever 
transmitted from space and 
beamed broadcasts to smaller, 
low·cost antennas sited in 
remote areas of the United 
States, including Alaska, and 
Canada. 

February 26, 1982 
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Lewis inventors in the limelight 
Lewis Director Dr. John F. 

McCarthy Jr., will present 
awards to 21 Lewis inventors 
at the seventh annual Lewis 
Inventor's Day Ceremony on 
May 17. 

The awards will bear an 
embossed replica of the first 
page of the inventors' 
respective patents. The 
ceremony will be held in the 
small dining room in the main 
cafeteria building. 

The Lewis entry imo the 
nmional inventor competition 
will be the patent given to 
Li-Chen Hsu. Dean W. 
Sheibley and Warren H. 
Philipp for their paten!. 
"Polyvinyl Alcohol and 
Method of Making Same." 

Other inventors to be 
honored at the ceremony are 
Robert C. Bill. Peter Delvigs. 
Philip E. Hodge, Charles A. 
Hoffman, John M. Kazaroff, 
Henry G. Kosmahl. Stanley 
R. Levine, Robert A. Miller. 
Norman W. Orth. Bernard L. 
Sater. Tito T. Serafini. 
Raymond D. Vannucci and 
John W. Weeton. 

The plaque for patentee 
Lawrence P. Ludwig will be 
given 10 his widow. 

Inventors also to be 
honored but not able to attend 
the presentation are Anlhony 
Fortini. Izhak Etsion. 
Abraham Lipshitz and 
William J. Nagle. 
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Inventors of the year honored 
Nineteen Lewis inventors 

have been honored with 
plaques carrying an embossed 
replica of the first page of their 
patents at the Seventh Annual 
Inventors Award ceremony 
held earlier this year. 

Lewis Patent Counsel 
Norman T. Musial started the 
Inventors Award event at 
Lewis. It is now an official 
NASA-wide annual function. 

Resin-Reinforced Fabric." 
Bernard Sater invented a 

"Method of Cold Welding 
Using Ion Beam 
Technology." 

Li-Chen Hsu. Dean 
Sheibley and Warren Philipp. 
"Cross-Linked Polyvinyl 
A Icohol and Method of 
Making Same." 

Philip Hodge. Robert 
"Composition and Method .Miller and Stanley Levine. 
for Making Polyimide "Corrosion Resistant 

Thermal Barrier Coating." 
Charles Hoffman, John 

Weeton, retired, and Nonnan 
Orth, "Method for 
Alleviating Thermal Stress 
Damage in Laminates... 

Henry Kosmahl, 
"Multistage Depressed 
Collector for Dual Mode 
Operation. " 

Lawrence Ludwig, 
deceased, "Circumferential 
Shaft Seal." 

The 19 honored this year 
and the titles of their 
inventions are as follows: 

Peter Delvigs, TilO Serafini 
and Raymond Vannucci. 
"Curing Agent for 
POlyepoxides and Epoxy 
Resins and Composites Cured 
Therewith." Serafini and 
Delvigs also invented 

Philipp, Hsu and Sheibley, 
"In-Situ Crosslinking of 
Polyvinyl Alcohol." 

William Nagle, "Toroidal 
Cell and Banery." 

Robert Bill and Ludwig, 
"Composite Seal for 
Turbomachinery... 

Anthony Fortini. retired, 
and John Kazaroff. ,; Heat 
Exchanger and Method of 
Making. " 

Sater 

Kosmahl 

KaurofJ 

Inventors of 1982 continued top of page 6 

Hs. Hodge Miller Fortini 
(Retired) 

Delvigs Levine Nagle Hoffman 

Orth 

"He that invents a machine 
augments the power of a man 
and the wel1~being of man
kind." 

H.W. Beecher 

Ludwig 
(DeceaSed) 



I
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Union's board 
asks rejection 
of Eastern off er 

MIAMI <AP> - The executive 
board of Eastern Airlines' S,800-
membcr flight attendants union 
voted yesterday to send a tenta
tive contract settlement to mem
bers with a recommendation they 
reject it. 

Patricia Fink. president of 
Local 553 of the Transport Work
ers Union. said she was nonethe
less "optimistic" that the flight 
attendants would approve the pact 
reached Wednesday morning be

tween union negotiatiors and 
Eastern. 

Fink said a majority of tt,e 
executive board objected to 
clauses in the contract which dealt 
with new hires and with the use 

On Tuesday. Continental ·s 
unions filed to block the carrier's 
reorganization proceedings, 
claiming its petition was done not 
to help it pay its debts but to 
improve its competitive situation 
in the industry. 

The nation's first airline to file 
for bankruptcy protection, Braniff 
International. said it began mail
ing letters this week offering jobs 
to 350 of its former pilots, with 
rehiring on the basis of seniority. 

The Hyatt Corp.. a Chicago
based hotel chain. recently gained 
approval of a federal bankruptcy 
court to invest $70 million in a 
plan to have Braniff flying again 
by_ next March. 
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Henry G. Kosmahl. an electron 

mphysicist, has found a way to i_
prove the efficiency of a travelmg 
wave tube, a key part of a satellite 

l aunched in 1985, said Tom 
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NASA sc1ent1st 
• 

clears airwaves 
By Thomas W. Gerdel Lewis officials said the im a computer, devised a better way 

provements could double the to build electronic circuits within Discoveries by a scientist at 
channels on a communication the traveling wave tube, which 

NASA ·s Lewis Research Center 
satellite. This is important, they increase the circuits' efficiency could help prevent a communica
said. because of the limited num and give less signal distortion. 

tions satellite jam-up in space. 
ber of slots in space for satellites 
and the increasing demand for 
additional voice, picture and data 
transmissions. 

''The way out of the jam is to 
make each satellite able to handle 

The amplif er works by trans
ferring the power of a stream of 
electrons to a radio wave that 
carries the communication. The 
new system helps to syncronize 
the transfer of power. 

amplifier. 

A satellite with the improved 1nore traffic without affecting the 
quality of the signals," said Kos Kosmahl compared it with be technology expected is to 
mahl. a 21-year veteran of Lewis, autos slowing down going uphill 
adding it is important to do this and unable to catch green traffic Henry C. Koamahl Appleby of Hughes Aircraft Co. 's 

Electron Dynamics division in 
Torrance. Calif., which builds the 

without having to increase the lights, preset at 35 miles per bour, 
satellite's power supply. to keep moving. "We simply delivered to the firm's Space & 

has been match the speed of the lights to Communications group in El amplifiers. Kosmahl Appleby, associate manager of 
the flow of the cars," he said. working with Hughes in Torrance the Hughes division's space tube Segundo, Calif.. by next March 

since March, Appleby said. department, said Kosmahl, using The new amplifiers are to be for the 1985 launch. 



August 12. 1963 

News Notes 

Ko.mehl nemed IEEE 
e••oclete editor 

Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl. head of 
Lewis' Microwave Amplifier Section. 
has been named Associate Editor for 
Electron Tubes for the IEEE society 
publication. "Transactions on 
Electron Devices." 

His editor duties for the next three 
years will include reviewing for 
publication all submitted research 
reports in the field. In addition to the 
professional honor the office conveys, 
the post is an excellent method of 
keeping abreast of current 
developments in the field. he reports. 

Kosmahl has served as head of the 
Microwave Amplifier Section since 
1967. He is an IEEE fellow and 
recipient of several IEEE and NASA 
awards. 



2 Saplamber 23, 1983 

News Notes 
KOlmahl honorad by 
CECON 
Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl. Lewis 
physicist credited with pioneering the 
development of the traveling wave 
tube and other communication 
satellite technology breakthroughs. 
will be awarded the CECON Medal 
of Achievement at the upcoming 
Conference for Electrical and 
Electronic Technologies in Cleveland. 

The two-day CECON Conference. 
scheduled to begin Oct. 4, will feature 
the latest developments in electronics 
and computer intelligence technology. 

Other lewis representatives at the 
conference are Godfrey Anzic, who 
will present his work in gallium 
arsenide microwave monolithic 
integrated circuit technology; E. W. 
Spisl who will give a talk entitled, "A 
Satellite Switched SS-TDMA IF 
Switch Matrix" and Tony Powell who 
will talk about his recent 
developments in high-temperature 
semiconductors. In addition to 
receiving the award, Kosmahl also 
will present a talk. "Space Power 
TWTs -- Very Much Alive." 



·"·

Tax repeal pro, 
con aired at 
service club 
By Marcus Gleisser 

Repeal of the Ohio income tax 
increase would dismantle plans 
for centers of academic excel
lence intended to attract industry, 
but keeping the tax would stop 
business from moving here. 

dedicated to passage of state 
Issues 2 and 3. which would repeal 
recently passed taxes and require 
a two-thirds vote by the legisla
ture to approve new taxes. Sweet 
opposed approval of those issues. 

Gregory Zimmerman POIWllllAM , WYNIIIL 
Those were the opposing points 

of view in a debate yesterday be
fore the downtown Kiwanis by 
David C. Sweet, dean of the Col
lege of Urban Affairs at Cleveland 
State University. and Gregory 
Zimmerman. president of Superi
or Savings & Loan Association. 

Ohio has gotten more than a 
500% increase in its budget in 
the last 15 years in face of a 
200% increase in inflation, said 
Zimmerman. indicating much of 
the budget increase was 
wasteful. 

" ... higher taxes are self4estructive" 

Zimmerman opened the debate 
with the assertion that people 
were leaving Ohio because they 
found better economic opportuni
ties elsewhere and this was 
largely due to a state tax struc
ture that discouraged business. 

Sweet countered this with the 
argument that when he was Ohio 
development director, state taxes 
were among the lowest in the 
country and there was no massive 
influx of new industry to take 
advantage of the low taxes. 

He emphasized education has 
never gotten its fair share of state 
funds as indicated by the constant 
increase in school levies to meet 
needs. 

He said the state appeared 
more interested in opening offices 
in Nigeria than in contributing to 
education .and said, "raising the 
education issue is just a scare 
tactic to win voter approval." 

Sweet said tax repeal appears 
attractive on the surface, "a sort 
of quick fix. but a closer look 
shows there is no such thing as a 
quick fix." 

to attract high-tech industries. and 
to convert the old smokestack 
industries. it will take an un
precedented linking of govern
ment, industry and education," he 
said. 

He said a major new initiative 
from state development agencies 
- tied to the new tax structure
- called for planned centers of
academic excellence.

"This would attract top 
scholars, as was done in Texas, 
to have centers as magnets for 
research which, in turn, would 
attract needed new industries," he 
said. 

I
.

Union's board 
asks rejection 
of Eastern off er 

MIAMI IAP> - The executive 
board of Eastern Airlines· 5.800-
membcr night attendants union 
voted yesterday to send a lenta
ti ve contract settlement to mem
bers with a recommendation they 
reject it. 

Patricia Fink, president of 
L0<.·al 553 of the Transport Work
ers Union. said she was nonethe
less .. optimistic" that the flight 
attendants would approve the pact 
reached Wednesday morning be
tween union negoliatiors and 
Eastern. 

Fink said a majority or t'ie 
executive board objected to 
clauses in the contract which dealt 
with new hires and with the use 
of foreign nationals on new Latin 
American routes. 

"We feel strongly that those 
routes are ours," she said. 

Eastern. if labor peace is
achieved. won't have to resort to 
drastic layoffs but still needs 
concessions from workers, said 
Chairman Frank Borman. 

In other airline news, Conti
nental Airlines filed a $50 million 
lawsuit Wednesdav in U.S. bank• 
ruptcy court, charging the Air 
Lines Pilots Association with price 

. fixing, failure to bargain in good 
faith and interference with non
striking pilots. Continental is 
being struck by its pilots. flight 
attendants and machinists. The 
walkout began Oct. 1, a week after 
the Houston-based carrier filed for 
reorganization under Chapter 11. 

'"Suits of one kind or another 
are almost routine in situations 
like this," said Esparison Mar
tinez. an ALPA spokesman. "They 
are used as a negotiation tech
mqul' to apply pressure." 

On Tuesday. Continental ·s 
unions filed to block the carrier's 
reorganization proceedings. 
claiming its pehtion was done not 
to help it pay its debts but to 
improve its competitive situation 
in the industry. 

The nation's first airline to file 
for bankruptcy protection, Braniff 
International. said it began mail
ing letters this week offering jobs 
to 350 of its former pilots, with 
rehiring on the basis of seniority. 

The Hyatt Corp.. a Chicago
based hotel chain. recently gained 
approval of a federal bankruptcy 
court to invest $70 million in a 
plan to have Braniff flying again 
by next March. 

Elsewhere. union leaders at 
Republic Airlines reportedly may 
urge their 13,000 members to buy 
25% of the airline·s stock. The 
Minneapolis-based carrier yes
terday hailed the move as "further 
evidence of the faith its employes 
have in the airline's future." 

Presently. 8,300 of Republic's 
14.500 employes are shareholders, 
representing about 15% of the 
company's outstanding stock. said 
A.L. Maxson, senior vice
president-finance.

Davy McKee wins 
PPG plant contract 

Davy McKee Corp. here has 
received a contract from PPG 
Industries Inc. of Pittsburgh for 
engineering services for a new 
silica pigments plant to be built
at Lake Charles, La. 

The work has been contracted 
to a Davy McKee affiliate in 
Louisiana. but engineering serv
ices will be provided by Dl\fs 
Cleveland office. 

Zimmerman said Ohio had a 
good location and a wealth of 
natural resources so that the only 
reason for decline could be a 
negative business climate due to 
taxes. 

Zimmerman represents a group 

He noted that Ohio was one of 
36 states that were forced to raise 
taxes due to federal cutbacks as 
well as increased costs for 
necessities. 

"To compete in the coming 
economic restructuring and desire 

He added that the repeal 
measure would not only kill the 
newly increased state taxes but 
would also eliminate tax savings 
that were part of the new 
legislation. 

David C. Sweet 

I 

". . . no such thing as a quick 
fix.·· 

45% leap 
• 

ID new car sales 
• 

points to 
-.SOCIAT[D PR[SS 

In the latest indications that consumers 
are spending more freely, the domestic auto 
companies said yesterday that new car sales 
jumped 45% in early October and the govern
ment reported a strong gain in overall retail 
sales. 

In a separate report, the government said 
the number of people who filed first-time 
claims for state unemployment benefits in 
the week ended Oct. I fell by l!!.000, to 395,· 
000. Filings have declined as the unemploy
ment rate has fallen.

!\1eanwhile, Wall Street seemed to shrug 
off predictions by economists at a bond inves
tors conference in New York that interest 
rates will decline until the second half of 
1984. The Dow Jones industrial avl!rage 
closed at 1.261.38, up 1.73, to reverse a 21· 
point slide. 

The most optimistic of the economists 
was Edward Hyman of Cyrus J. Lawrence, 
who said a key interest rate known as the 
federal funds rate will drop to about 7% by 
November 1984 from the current 9% to 
9� % range. That is the interest rate banks 
charge each other for overnight loans. 

Of the car companies reporting sales for 
the first 10 days of October, Ford Motor Co. 
showed the biggest gain. 67.8%, while Volk
swagen of America Inc. was the only compa
ny to report a decline, 3.2%. Among the 
others, General Motors Corp. was up 47%, 
Chrysler Corp. gained 11.3% and American 
Moton Corp. rose 8.6%. 

It was the best early-October performance 
for tbe group since 1980. The companies and 
private analysts said sales were bu�ed � 

consumer spree 
NEW CLAIMS 

For Unemployment Benefits 

Thousands 
490---------� 

470 

350
J une 

395,000 
for week ending 
October 1, 1983 

July Aug. Sept. 0 

uPI 

consumer interest in the newly introduced 
1984 models and improving car supplies on 
dealer lots. 

Domestic car sales so far this year are 
running 17.7% ahead of last year's pace. 

In its report on retail sales for September. 
meanwhile, the Commerce Department said 
total sales rose 1.6% from August, to $99.5 
billion. Sales fell 1.6% in August. 

Excluding autos, retail sales in September 
were up 1.9%. Auto sales rose 4.5%. 

In other economic developments 
yesterday: 

• The Investor Company Institute. a trade
group of mutual funds. said assets of the na
tion's money market mutual funds rose $399 
million in the week ended Wednesdav. to 
$164.9 billion. Separately. Donoghue·s l\ioney 
Fund Report said the seven-day average yield 
on the money funds fell to 8.65':o from 8.79% 
a week earlier. 

• A survey by Lieberman Research Inc.
said 44% of Americans have less than $5.000 
in savings, including 11 % who have none at 
all. Despite the large share of low savers. the 
survey found that all Americans, including 
those few with large assets. have an average 
$34,900 in savings and investments, not 
counting real estate. 

Hendrix of Texas Gas 

new CSX vice chairman 
CSX Corp. has elected Dennis R. Hendrix 

vice chairman. He is the former chairman 
and chief executive of Texas Gas Resources 
Corp. 

1be election yesterday was at CSX's first 
board meeting following the OcL 1 merger of 
Texas Gas into the Richmond, Va.-based 
company. 

How much does vour house hold? 
Probably more than you imagine. 
Now vou can cash in on the value 
of voi.tr home with a Home Owner 
Loan from TRAN�OHIO Sa\·mgs 
Bank. And get all these benefits: 

Fixed Rate ... no unexpected pay
ment adjustments. 
Borrow up to 80% of the \·alue of 
vour home. 

• Amortize your loan payments m·•.'r
sc\·eral \Tars.

• Simple interest and no prepayment
pcnalty:

• You need not have a first mortgagc
with TRANSOHIO Smings Bank.

• Use your money for an)1hingyou
wish.

Ask about a I lomc- Ownc-r Loan at am· 
of our 67 convenient offices. 

T1311SOHIO 
SAVl�K 

Q
Ohd iargest ... SR Since J888. 

,... .... :ar, 
LU•DEA 
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NASA 

clears 
By Thomas W. Gerdel 

Discoveries by a scientist at 
NASA's Lewis Research Center 
could help prevent a communica
tions satellite jam-up in space. 

Ht•nry G. Kosmahl. an electron 
physicist. has round a way to im• 
prove the eCficicncy of a traveling 
wave tube. a key part of a satellite 
amplifier. 

A satellite with the improved 
technology is expected to be 
launched in 1985,  said Tom 
Appleby of Hughes Aircraft Co.'s 
Electron Dynamics division in 
Torrance. Calif., which builds the 
amplifiers. Kosmahl has been 
working with Hughes in Torrance 
since March. Appleby said. 

sc1ent1st 
• 

airwaves 
Lewis officials said the im• 

provements could double the 
channels on a communication 
satellite. This is important, they 
said, because of the limited num• 
ber of slots in space for satellites 
and the increasing demand for 
additional voice, picture and data 
transmissions. 

··The way out of the jam is ton
make each satellite able to handle 
more traffic without affecting the 
quality of the signals." said Kos• 
mahl. a 21-year veteran of Lewis, 
adding it is important to do this 
without having to increase the 
satellite's power supply. 

Appleby. associate manager of 
the Hughes division's space tube 
department. said Kosmahl, using 

a computer, devised a better way 
to build electronic circuits wilh.in 
the traveling wave tube, which 
increase the circuits' efficiency 
and give less signal distortion. 

The amplifer works by trans
ferring the power of a stream of 
electrons to a radio wave that 
carries the communication. The 
new system helps to syncronize 
the transfer of power. 

Kosmahl compared it with 
autos slowing down going uphill 
and unable to catch green traffic 
lights. preset at 3S miles per hour, 
to keep moving. •·we simply 
match the speed or the lights to 
the now of the cars." he said. 

The new amplifiers are to be 

Henry G. K.oamahl 

delivered to the firm's Space & 
Communications group in El 
Segundo. Calif .. by next March 
for the 1985 launch. 



BUSINESS /TUESDAY 

Import TV 'dumping' 
penalty OK'd by court 

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme 
Court left intact yesterday a ruling that up
held the Commerce Department's imposition 
of $75 million in duty fees on Japanese im• 
porters accused of "dumping" television sets 
on the American markeL 

The dttision ended a d('('ade-old di5putt
during which several U.S. television manufac
turers and unions had alleged that the gov
ernment settled too cheaply in accepting the 
sum from lbe Japanese television makers. 

Officials and analysts of the electronics 
industry said that the issue of "dumping" for
eign goods in America for a drastically lower 
price than domestic goods is less a problem 
now than it was in the early 1970s. 

"Virtually every manufacturer of color 
televisions in America today is on American 
shores making color televisions using Ameri
can labor," said Allen Schlosser of the Elec
tronics Industry Association, a lobbying 
group. 

The Japanese were accused of illegally 
selling underpriced TV sets in the United 
States for years. The agreed payment was for 
about $ l.8 billion worth of imported sets soid 
on the U.S. market from March 1972 through 
March 31. 1979. 

But the Committee to Preserve American 
Color Television, a coalition of domestic TV 
makers and unions that represent workers in 
the industry. said the cost to them was far 
greater and the government should have de
manded $600 million in penalties. 

The court also refused to enter a dispute 
over how much money McDonnell Douglas 
Corp. and American Airlines may have to pay 
as a result of the nation's worst air disaster. 

damage awards in such cases. Some 150 law
suits stemming from the May 25. 19i9, crash 
of an American Airlines DC-10 at O'Hare Air
port in Chlcago are pending in a federal court 
in Illinois against McDonnell Douglas and the 
airline. The crash claimed 273 lives. 

In other action, the Supreme Court: 
• Turned away a challenge growing out

of W. T. Grant's financial problems and its 
mammoth bankruptcy liquidation proceeding. 
The justices, without comment. left intact a 
settlement under which some W. T. Grant 
creditors are to receive 19 cents for eacb 
dollar loaned to the onetime operator of over 
1,000 retail stores in 42 states. 

• Left intact an award of millions of dol
lars in damages to bank shareholders who 
suffered losses when the financial empire of 

. 
C. Arnholt Smith collapsed in 1973.

• Asked the Reagan administration for 
its views on a bid by American Telephone & 
Telegraph Co. lo avoid paying $276 million ir. 
antitrust damages to Litton Systems Inc. 

• Temporarily revived an effort by five
states - Arizona. California. Florida. Oregon 
and Washington - to recover millions of dol
lars their citizens spent on inflated gasoline 
and healing oil prices by asking the Justice 
Department for its views. 

• Refused to revive the lawsuit by Safe
Card Services Inc. of Florida, a credit card 
registration company. that accused Barron's 
magazine of trying to destroy its business. 

• Asked the Reagan administration's 
opinion on the stale of New York's decision lo 
block Trans World Airlines from forcing 
,tewardesses to take unpaid leave as soon as 
:hey become pregnant. 

The court. without comment: turned down • Left intact rulings that secret documents 
an appeal by the victims' relatives, who were -nay be copyrighted without depositing entire 
seeking to bar testimony at a forthcoming :-opies of them in the federal Copyright Of
federal trial about the tax-exempt status of 'ice. 
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telet'hone == ... All-�._,.�-e 
a Winning number. 

If the telephone in your home or office has one of these exchanges, TASCAI.L • 
can ease your wonies about missed phone calls. TASCAI.L' is the service that 
combines the best features of an answering service with the convenience of call 
forwarding. Just dial the access code we pl"O\ide you and let our efficient.help· 
ful operators and our advanced technology do the rest. Your calls will be answer
ed just the ·way you want. and an your messages \\ilJ be relayed accurately.

Get the most advanced. most effective, most economical telephone answering 
service available today. Get TASCALL: 

221 281 354 383 451 531 589 671 749 861 951 
226 289 357 391 459 541 621 676 761 871 953 
231 291 361 398 464 561 622 681 n1 881 961 
241 292 362 421 476 566 623 687 n9 892 974 
251 321 363 423 481 574 631 692 781 921 
252 341 368 431 486 575 641 696 822 932 
255 344 371 432 491 579 651 721 831 941 
268 351 381 443 521 581 661 729 835 942 
271 352 382 444 529 585 664 741 838 946 

589-0800 

TASCALC 1030 Terminal Tower
Oeveland.OH44113 
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Dr. Kosmahl will be honored 
Dr. Henry G. Kosmahl. of the NASA Lewis Exhibitnhours will be from 1 O a.m. to 6 

Research Design Center, will benhonored at a p.m. The workshops will be presented from 
luncheon todaynalnClevelandnEngineering 4:30 lon5:30 p.m.ntoday and tomorrow.nSemi
Center. narsnarenatn9:30na.m.nand 1:30np.m.nTherenis

Kosmahlnwillnreceive the first award in no admission charge for the workshops or the 
thencentennialncelebrationnofnthenInstitutenof exhibits.n
Electricalnandn Electronicsn Engineeringnfor 
acheivementsninnthendesignnofnelectrical 
components. 

Thenaward is partnofnthentwo-dayn1983 THE PlAIN DEALER. TUESOAY. OCTOBER 4, 1983nClevelandnElectronics Conferencenwhich will 
havensevennworkshopsnandnmoren thann25n
exhibitors. 

Dr.nY.H.nPao.nof CasenWestern Reserve 
University.nwill addressna 1:30np.m.nseminar 
todayn onnthen conceptnofn"intelligence"ninn
industrialn productsn andn production 
procedures. 

http:G.Kosmahl.of


I\U\SI\ 
National Aeronautics and 
Spactl Administration 

lewis RuNrch Center Volufne 20 luue 22 NoMmber 4, 1M3 

Future NASA planetary 
program stresses economy 

To rendezvous and ny in formation 
with a comet, study the climate of 
Mars and map the surface of both 
Venus and Satumian moon Titan: 
these are a few of the goals of 
NASA's planetary exploration 
program before the year 2000. 
according 10 Dr. David Morrison, a 
member of NASA's scientific advisory 
council. 

In an ALERT-sponsored talk to 
Center staff. the University of Hawaii 
astronomy professor said these 
exciting missions must be 
accomplished with a budget of $300 
million - only a fraction of that 
which funded the historic Voyager. 
Viking and Mariner programs. 

In an interview, Morrison 
characterized the next generation of 
planetary probes that will accomplish 
these tasks as being composed largely 
of off-the-shelf hardware. They may 
even utilize the chassis of existing, 
commercially available satellites. 

Given the green light this year was 

the first of the bold initiatives, the 
Venus Radar Mapper. The probe is 
designed to give scientists a detailed 
view of the surface of Venus, which is 
cloaked in mystery by layers of dense 
clouds. It's radar imaging system was 
developed under a previous proje<::t. 

lewis' current work in adapting the 
veteran Centaur upperstage to the 
Shuttle is a key element in getting the 
Galileo atmospheric probe off to 
Jupiter in 1986. 

"Developing exotic new 
technologies for new probes is no 

Conllnued on pille 3 

Doubling 
channel 
capacity 

Continued from p.le 1 

He added that the fixed number of 
satellite parking spaces available 
could be filled in less than 20 years if 
the pace of current satellite 
launchings continues. 

"The way out of the traffic jam is 
to make each satellite capable of 
handling more traffic without 
affecting the quality of the signals," 
says Kosmahl. "It is also important 
that this be accomplished without 
having to increase the satellite's power 
consumption... 

When explaining how his DVT 
accomplishes the task, Kosmahl likens 
the electronic processing of the radio 
signal to imaginary car traffic driving 

IN BLACK AND WHITE - Dr. Henry K<nmahlexplalns the theory behind his Dynamic 
Velocity Taper. Paul Farace photo 

on an uphill street: "Traffic lights are 
set for a speed of 35 mph, but the 
cars slow as they go uphill and 
cannot keep pace to catch all the 
green lights. 

"What we have done with the DVT 

is similar to readjusting the traffic 
lights so that despite the cars' loss of 
speed, they always catch green lights 
to keep moving. We simply match the 
speed of the lights to the now of the 
cars. 

Kosmahl emphasized that the 
synchronized dynamic transfer of 
power from the electron stream 
produced by the signal amplifier to 
the radio wave is the key feature of 
the development. A major side benefit 
of this system is that additional power 
is gained from the constant 
resynchronization of the radio wave 
with the stream of electrons produced 
by the amplifier. 

"This means we can build a new 
satellite that is the same size as 
previous models but with double the 
capacity - or - build smaller. less 
expensive ones that would be far 
cheaper than current technology." he 
added. 

Hughes Aircraft's Electron 
Dynamics Division - a major supplier 
of communmication satellites for 
much of the free world - already is 
using data furnished by Lewis to test 
the DVT and has reported early 
successes in efficiency and linearity. 

Kosmahl has applied for a NASA 
patent on the DVT, which will be 
available to U.S. industry. Kosmahl 
currently holds 10 U.S. patents and 
six foreign patents and has three 
patents pending. In 1980, he received 
NASA's highest monetary award for 
his work in developing the Multi
Stage Depressed Collector. 
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Lewis device 
could cut power 
usage In half for 
UHF-TV broad
casters 

A de ice de eloped origi naU for u e 
in ad anced commun icat ions atel l i te 
is no being mod ified o it ma 
direct l benefit earth'  HF 1ele i ion 
station b ignificantly reducing t heir 
electrical power consumption. 

nder a S 1 1 0,000 one- ear contract 
j u . t awa.rded by Le is arian I nc. of 
Palo Alto, a J if. will adapt the 
compact rad io wa e amplifier 
technica lly cal led a multi-stage 
depre ed collector ( M DC)  to current 
TV station t ransm itter equipment . 

Origina l ly developed by Lewis 
physicist Henry G . Kosmahl to 
improve efficiencies of 
communications satel l ites, the M D  
allow more power t o  be uti l ized by 
any s ignal ampl ify ing system.. 

I n  pace, i t  resu l t  in stTOnger 
sate ll ite igna l  and smaller, less
costl eanh terminals. And i n  the 
transmitting hed of terre trial H F  
T tation • K o  mahl explained.  t he 
MD can be cddcd to a imi la r  
de  ice called a ly  tron - a acuum 
elect ronic tube u ed by H F  talion 
to generate and ampl ify uJtra-high 
frequenc broadcast sjgnals. 

K lyst ron al work at TV tation 
toda can only achieve 1 0  to 1 5  
percent efficiencies. With t he aid of 
Lewis' MD and another Lewis 
i nvention - the spent beam refocuser 
- efficiencie of up to 30 percent can.
be achieved , say Lewis scientists, wi l h .
power avings to t he station on t he.
order of 50 percent over pre�ent levels ..

The energy cost savi ngs could allow 
UHF broadca ters, wh ich includes the 
majority of the country's educational 
TV talion , opt ions uch a 
improved programming red.uced 
commercia l t ime or increased powe r 
output allowi ng for impro emenc of 
the ignal and.  thu . larger aud ience . 

The contract. with arian mark 
the beginn ing of a planned three- e.a r  
mi l l ion-dolla r technology tran  fe r 
effon. Financing of t he project i 
i nterest i ng i n  t hat ASA is to 
contribute S 1 1 0,000 per year of 
Technology U t il izat ion funds to t he 
project; Varian I nc. , the ationa l  
Associat ion of B roadcasters, and 
Public Broadcasting Systems wi l l  pay 
the rest . Varian I nc. is the largest 
manufacturer of U H F-TV k lyst ron 
tubes in the U n ited S tates and 
Canada. Sandy Felder of the Lewis 
T. U. office helped organize the 
cooperati e project. 

The great i nterest shown b pri ate 
indu try in the Lewis de elopment i 
best iJlu tratcd b calculating the 
actual dollar avings to a typical 

H F  talion broadcasting at 200.000 
watts in a medium to large 
met ropolitan area . This stat ion buy 
about SJ00,000 wonh of electrici1 

per year to ta on t he air . B 
with e pected fuel su rcha.rges and 
i nnat ion i ncrca e . the e lect ric b i l l  for 
a l l  the  nation'  H broadcaster 
cou ld reach 1 00 mil l ion .  

The app l ication of the  D to  
talion t ran mitters cou ld amount t o  

a a i ng o f  ome 45 mi l l ion 
annua l l  beginn i ng in 1 9  5. 
I nsta l la t ion and e.qu ipmen t  charge 
for  this device are expected to pay for 
t hemse lves in one year. 

Adaptat ion of t he space device to 
terrestrial needs is pa rt of N A S A 's 
ongoing efforts to t imu late t he 
widest poss ib le use of i t  tec hno logy 

th rough it h igh l ucce ful 
echno l  g t i l izat ion program. 

Aviation Week honors 
Kosmahl 

The ed i tor of via1ion eek and 
pact Technolog magazine ha e 

named e i ' Henry G .  Ko  mahl 
among t heir di t i ngui hed aero pace 
contri butor i n  1 983 . 

Kosmah l .  head of the Lab' 
M icrowave Amp l ifie r Sect ion, wa 
honored for his resea rch on 
microwave ampl ificati on technology 
t hat . acco rd ing to the  ed itorial in 

Conlinutd on pag, 2 
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Lewis inventors 

Bruce Banks Robert Bill Gerald Brown An-Ti Chai Arthur Curren 

-
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Ralph Forman Randall Gahn Robert Graham Louis Kiraly Henry Kosmahl 

James Morris William Nagle S.S. Papell Margaret Reid Dean Sheibley 

Lewis inventors for 1983 
honored at awards luncheon 
Lewis inventors who received patents 
in 1983 were honored and presented 
plaques at the annual Inventors 
Awards luncheon Apr. 30 in the 
dining room of the main cafeteria. 

Dr. John Klineberg, deputy 
director of Lewis, was guest speaker 
and made presentations at the 
ceremony. 

Names of patents and last names of 
inventors are: 

"Advanced Inorganic Separators for 
Alkaline Batteries and Method of 
Making the Same"; Sheibley 

"Heat Pipes containing Alkali Metal 
Working Fluid" and "Thermionic 
Energy Converters"; Morris 

"Silicon-Slurry/Aluminide Coating"; 
Deadmore and Young 

"High Voltage V-Groove Solar Cell"; 
Evans, Chai and Goradia 

"Ion Beaem Sputter-Etched 
Ventricular Catheter for Hydro
cephalus Shunt"; Banks 

"Laser Surface Fusion of Plasma 
Sprayed Ceramic Turbine Seals", 
Wisander and Bill 

"Zir conium C a rbide as an  
Electrocatalyst for the Chromous/ 
Chromic"; Gahn, Reid and Yang 

"Curved Film Cooling Admission 
Tube"; Graham and Pape11 

"Magnetic Heat Pumping"; Brown 

"Method o f Forming Oxide 
Coatings"; McDonald 

"Piezoelectric Composite Mate
rials"; Kiraly 

"Covering Solid, Film Cooled 
Surfaces with a Duplex Thermal 
Barrier Coating"; Liebert 

"Ion Sputter Textured Graphite 
Electrode Plates"; Curren, Forman. 
Sovey and Wintucky 

"Additive for Zinc Electrodes"; 
Soltis, Sheibley and Nagle 

"Ladder Supported Ring Bar Circuit" 
and "Gyrotron Transmitting Tube"; 
Kosmahl. 

Lewis Patent Counsel Norman 
Musial was master of ceremonies and 
explained the lnventor of the Year 
Award, an agencywide program. 

Annually each NASA center 
submits one patent from that year to 
NASA Headquarters where one is 
selected for consideration in the 
national Inventor of the Year 
competition. 

For 1983 a patent issued to Gerald 
V.eBrown for Magnetic Heate
Pumping was the Lewis candidate.e

This year, though not for the first 
time, Lewis has one woman inventor, 
Margaret A. Reid, who is co-inventor 
with Randall F. Gahn and C. Y Yang 
of "Zirconium Carbide as an 
Electrocatalyst for the 
Chromous/ Chromic." 

Musial announced that the national 

The Lewis News is published bi
weekly for Lewis Research Center 
employees, contractors and retirees 
by the Center's Public Information 
Office. PAX 2140, MS 3-11. 

inventor of the year is Robert 
Fishchell at Johns Hopkins 
Universities Applied Physics 
Laboratory. 

Emphasizing the importance of 
obtaining patents on new devices, Dr. 
Kline berg said the Government often 
is suedefor damages if we or any of 
our contractors infringe a patent. 

Nineteen Lewis employees who 
received patents ine1983 and inventor 
plaques at the luncheon are: Dean W. 
Sheibley, Daniel L. Deadmore, An-Ti 
Chai, Bruce A. Banks, Robert C. Bill, 
Randall F. Gahn, Margaret A. Reid, 
Robert W. Graham, Gerald V. 
Brown. Glen E.eMcDonald, Henry G. 
Kosmahl, Louis J. Kiraly, Curt H. 
Liebert. Arthur N. Curren, Ralph 

Daniel Deadmore J.C. Evanse

Curt Liebert Glen McDonald 

Daniel Soltis James SOvey 

Edwin Wintucky S. G. Young 

Forman, James S. Sovey, Edwin G. 
Wintucky, Daniel Soltis and William 
Nagel. 

Inventors who had patents issued in 
1983 buteno longer are at Lewise

include: J.F. Morris, S.G. Young, 
J.C. Evans Jr., C.P. Goradia, D.W.e
Wisander, C.Y. Yang and S. Stephene
Papell.e

Thirteen contractor employees also 
were granted patents and will have 
their plaques sent to them. D 

* U.S. G.P.O. 1984 759-037/22 
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Inventor Awards 

Bruce A. Banks Cosmo R. Baraona Robert C. Bill Federlck D. Calfo 

An-tl Chal 

Robert P. Gruber 

Henry G. Kosmahl 

Stanley R. Levine 

Thomas K. Glasgow 

Frances I. Hurwitz 

Michael W. Lupton 

Margaret A. Reid I 

Jo Ann Charleston 

At a Lewis Awareness Inventors Day 
Ceremony Program held last month, 32 
Lewis inventors! patent holders who have 
had patents issued in 1984 were honored. 
Among the honorees was Lynn M. An
derson, who received the Inventor of the 
Year Award. 

In his ceremony remarks, Center Direc
tor Andrew Stofan discussed the necessity 
of securing patent protections. Stofan 
pointed out that the defensive aspects of 
Government-owned patents are important 
because private and public corporations 
are working on some of the same concepts 
in which NASA! Lewis is interested. "If we 
do not secure patent protection, and 
someone else does, we can be sued for 
infringement. I am told that current in
fringement claims against the Government 
total in excess of a billion dollars." 

The Center director also focused on the 
recent change in viewpoint from the one 
held years ago that espoused the use of 
Government-owned patents primarily for 
defensive purposes. But today. exempli
fied by the President's pronouncement of 
the Government Patent Policy in 1971, 
such patents now also constitute a valua
ble national resource and should be uti
lized positively for the general public 
needs. 

Michael A. Gedwell 

In addition. the licensing program of 
NASA enables Lewis to grant exclusive 
licenses to small business firms, minority 
firms and firms in an area of surplus labor 
so as to provide these firms with a mono
poly to aid them to survive and compete in 
our private enterprise system. To further 
this concept. Congress passed legislation 
effective July '81 permitting small busi
nesses to claim first rights in inventions 
made under Government contracts. 

"Although there have been many arti
cles written about the patent system, both 
pro and con," said Stofan, "history has 
shown us that other than by patenting, no 
other satisfactory method of protecting 
inventions has been found. 

"It is interesting to note that although 
NASA was formed in 1958-13 years 
before the President's pronouncement in 
'71-the sponsors of the NASA legislation 
recognized that valuable inventions would 
result from the Space Program as almost 
one-fourth of the NASA Space Act is 
devoted to patent provisions and related 
sUbject matter," Stofan said. 0 

(Photos Continued on Page 4) 

(Photos by Clifford Brooks) 

Michael J. Mlrtlch Robert E. Post Vincent K. Rawlin 

William J. Rice Robert F. Roman Donald F. Schultz Daniel G. Soltis 
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NASA Nominates Kosmahl For 
IPO National Inventor Of The Year 

In ceremonies al Headquarters in March, NASA AdminiSlralOr Dr. James 
Reteher presenled Or. Henry Kosmahl with a plaque, cenificate, and monetary 
award for being NASA's oominee for Ihe Nlitionallnvenlor of the Year award 
sponsored by the Intellectual Property Owners, Inc. Dr. Kosmahl also received 
a plaque during the Lewis Inventors Day Awards ceremony. 

Dr. Henry Kosmahl, a Lewis 
retiree working part-time as an 
Analex consultant to the Space 
Communications Division, was 
selected as NASA's nominee for 
the Nationallnventor of the Year 
award sponsored by Intellectual 
Property Owners, Inc. (IPO). 
This is the first time an inventor 
from Lewis has been chosen for 
this honor. 

His invention, entitled 
"Linearized Traveling Wave 
Amplifier with Hard Limiter 
Characteristics," was selected 
not only for its technical merit but 
also based on its potential com
mercial sales and availability. 

The essential element of the in
vention is its Dynamic Velocity 
Taper (DVT). By matching the 

phase velocity of the wave to be 
amplified to the dynamic condi-
tion present on lhe beam, three 
important effects are realized: the 
efficiency is increased by about a 
third; the amplification is linear-
ized, and the amplifier saturates 
with hard limiter characteristics. 
This makes the Traveling Wave 
Tube (TWT) highly superior to 
solid state Field Emission Tran-
sistors (FEr) in all aspects of 
operation. 

The invention is being used by 
industry in communications 
satellite applications and by the 
Air Force in its Global Satellite 
Syslem. It may also be used for 
NASA deep space missions into 
the 21st Century and in many ad-
vanced radar applications. 

In ceremonies at Headquarters 
in March, NASA Administrator 
Dr. James Fletcher presented Dr. 
Kosmahl with a plaque. cer
tificate, and monetary award. Dr. 
Kosmahl also received special 
congratulations from Acting 
Director Dr. John KJineberg and 
Chief Counsel William Brahms 
during the Lewis Inventors Day 
Awards Ceremony April 10. 

The IPO National Inventor of 
the Year is scheduled to be nam-
ed later t~is spring and honored 
at a reception on Capitol Hill. 

"J am deeply honored by this 
nomination." said Dr. Kosmahl. 
"I am very grateful to Lewis for 
having given me the oppor
!Unities and support to pursue my 
field of work.• , 

A new temporary ramp at the back entrance to Bldg. 60 enables employees 
in wheelchairs to visit the Lewis library or consult with members of the 

~ - -
editorial and graphics staffs . . . . .. 



NASA EXHIBITS AT OSHKOSH: Visitors to NASA's "Flight Paths To The Future" exhibit at the Interna
tional Experimental Aircraft Association Fly-In Convention view a model of the Unducted Fan (UDP) engine-an 
advanced mrboprop developed jointly by NASA and General Electric. 

An estimated 750,000 visitors attended the convention and exhibits in Oshkosh, WI July 31 through August 7. 
Lewis' Office of External Affairs coordinated NASA's exhibit this year. 

The exhibit featured a display of 
NASA craftmanship. Shown at right 
are craftsmen from Lewis' Fabrica
tion Support Division and Langley. 
Kneeling, left to right: Gerald Mar
quis and Peter Murray, Lewis; 
Michael Chambers, Earl Mathis, and
Elwood Peele, Langley. Standing, 
left to right: Frank Slam, John Koch, 
and Richard Altimus, Lewis; and 
John Thompson, Langley. Other 
Lewis craftsmen who staffed the 
display but aren't pictured here are: 
Kenneth Guinta, John Logan, Donald 
Sulak, and Herbert Lawrence Jr. 

LEWIS: Thirty-five Science Fair NASA Award winners from 
Wisconsin visited the Center July 31. Accompanied by their families, 

yed a teleconference with astronaut John Creighton from JSC, tours 
about NASA. The visit was coordinated by the Educational Services 

This young visitor takes a closer look 
at the new and used T-38 aircraft tires 
which were tested at Langley's Air
craft Landing Dynamics Facility. 
(Photos by Don Huebler) 

Construction Crew 
Digs Up History 
While modifying the first floor 
bathrooms in the Ad. Bldg. for 
accessibilty, a construction crew 
uncovered yellowed remnants of 
a Chicago Tribune, dated Aug. 
26, 1942. The newspaper had ap
parently been stuffed into the 
walls when the Ad. Bldg. was be
ing built. 

The remnants include classified 
ads seeking teachers for $1700 a 
year, tool room foremen for 
$6500 a year, and factory 
laborers for 60d an hour. The 
ads also sought toolmakers to 
work 65 hours a week on war 
projects and aeronautical 
engineers for a Goodyear Aircraft 
plant. 
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Lewis Invention May 
Help UHF-TV Stations 
Cut Operating Costs 
More than 400 UHF-TV stations 
across the nation may soon be 
able to cut their operating costs 
by hundreds of thousands of 
dollars a year, thanks to an inven
tion developed at Lewis. In 
cooperation with the National 
Association of Broadcasters 
(NAB), Public Broadcasting 
System (PBS), and the Center's 
Technology Utilization (TU) Of
fice, Varian Associates, Inc. of 
Palo Alto, CA, has completed the 
design and initial testing of a 
multistage depressed collector 
(MDC)napplicable to UHF-TVn
klystrons.n

MDC's were originally 
developed at Lewis to decrease 
the electrical power needs of high 
power communications satellites. 

For UHF-TV stations, the 
MDC is expected to double the 
efficiencies of the klystron-the 
broadcasting tube that sends the 
signal -to the station's antenna 
where it is then spread to the 
users. Increasing klystron effi
ciencies will result in significantly 
lower electrical costs for the 
stations. 

Currently, UHF klystrons for 
AM TV service have average 
overall efficiencies of only 10 to 
15 percent. Tests on experimen
tal models developed by Varian 
show that MDC's will enable 
klystrons to achieve average ef
ficiencies of 30 percent and more. 

For a typical 200,000 watt 
UHF-TV station in a medium-to
Iarge metropolitan area, this in
crease in efficiency will enable 
electrical costs to be cut in half
from $300,000 a year to 
$150,000. Such savings will be 
especially valuable to public 
television stations that depend on 
private funds for their operations. 

Initially Designed 
For Spacecraft 
The MDC was invented by 
Dr. Henry Kosmahl and was 
patented in 1972. It is a pas
sive energy recovery device 
that converts residual kmetic 
power of the spent electron beam 
into electric power. 

The depressed collector was 
originally designed to help raise 
the efficiency of broadcasting 
tubes on spacecraft. Previous 
tubes had efficiencies of only 
about 20 percent, which meant 
that the electrical power 
generated by the spacecraft's 
solar array had to be more than 
five times greater than the broad
cast power. The low tube effi
ciency meant spacecrart had to be 
larger, heavier, costlier, and 
more complex. The enhanced ef
ficiency made possible by the 
MDC paved the way for a new 
class of . high power space 
transmitters. 

Initially, the depressed collec
tor helped tubes reach efficiencies 
of 50 percent and was incor-

porated in the Communications 
Technology Satellite, launched in 
1976. 

Over the years, the Space 
Communications Division has 
developed and perfected 
multistage depressed collectors. 
Today, collectors recover as 
much as 80 to 90 percent of the 
electron energy and are widely 
used in spacecraft, avionics, and 
military applications. 

Benefitting From 
Lewis Technology 
Varian Associates, Inc., the 
largest manufacturer of UHF-TV 
klystron tubes in the United States 
and Canada, has been working on 
a program to adapt Lewis
developed MDC technology to 
their needs since 1984. 

The program was initially pro
posed by the TU Offfice to the 
NAB and manufacturers whose 
products compose parts of the 
klystron. In addition to Varian, 
contributors to the program in
clude the NAB, PBS, Harris 
Corp., RCA, Townsend 
Associates, and Connecticut 
ETV. Dr. James Dayton, Jr., 
chief, and Peter Ramins, of the 
Electron Beam Technology 
Branch of the Space Communica
tions Division, served as 
consultants. 

Using computer-aided design, 
Vari3:!1 Associates developed an 
MDC design that can be applied 
to all UHF-TV klystrons, in
cluding low, mid, and high band, 
30 and 50 kW, 4- and 5- cavity, 
and internal and external cavity 
models. 

An experimental model was 
constructed and demonstrated that 
the resulting improvements in the 
efficiency of the klystron could 
reduce prime power consumption 
to half. 

In September, Varian scientists 
plan to present a paper about the 
MDC design for UHF-TV 
klystrons to the 1987 IEEE 
Broadcast Symposium. 
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NASA Wins Emmy 
Award For CTS 
A n  Emmy Award fo r  outstanding The CTS transmitter was turn
ach i evement  in t e l ev i s i on  ed off in October of 1 979 after 
engineering was presented to more than three years of suc
NASA for developing satell ite cessful cx.pcrimcntation . 
technology which ultimately im
proved television broadcasting Instrumental In Other 

th roughout the world . Emmy Winning Project 
The Nat ional Academy of NASA was also recognized for its 

Te levision Arts and Sciem:es e fforts  i n  advanc ing UHF 
presented the award for the Com transmitter efficiency , for  which 
munications Technology Satell ite the Public Broadcasting System 
(CTS). a joint pro_tect between the (PBS) received an Em.myo. Lewis 
United States and Canadian was instrumental in the develop
governments . Since Lewis was ment of improved UHF transmit
rcsponsibk for the United Stales ter efficiency because of its work 
portion of the CTS project , on Multistage Depressed Collec
Center  D i rector Dr .  John tors (MDC's) .  The MDC , in
Kl ineberg accepted the award at vented by Dr. Henry Kosmahl to 
the Eng ineering Emmy Award decrease the electrical power 
Dinner Sept . 1 6  in New York . needs of high power conununica

"The success of this project is tions satellites , was used on the 
a tr ibute to the men and women CTS . 
of both countries whose hard and Varian Associates ,  Inc . , in 
creative work led to the technical cooperation with the National 
achievement we are recognizing Association of Broadcasters , 
tonight , "  said Dr . Klineberg in Public Broadcasting System, and 
his acceptance speech . ' 'The Lewis , has completed the design 
Communications Technology and initial testing of an MOC ap
Satellite project is a superb exam plicable to UHF-TV klystrons , 
ple of how the governments of the tube then sends the signal to 
different countries can work the station's antenna . Increasing 
together to improve the quality of the klystron efficiency will enable 
life throughout the world . I am UHF-TV stations to significant
particularly proud of NASA' s ly reduce their electrical costs .  
association with this highly suc (See Aug. 21 ,  1987 Lewis News.)  

cessful project . ' '  In addition to NASA, the Com
munications Research Centre of 

First In New Canad a ,  and PBS , other 
Frequency Band organizations honored at the 
Launched in I 976, the CTS was Engineering Emmy Award Din
the first communications satellite ner were : Dubner Computer 
to incorporate the use of a high Systems , Inc . ;  Color Systems 
e ffi c iency , h igh -powered Technology , Inc . ;  Colorizationo, 
transmitting tube developed at Inc . ; SMPTE; and the European 
Lewis . The tube made it possible Broadcasting Union. 
for the CTS to operate at power 
levels IO to 20 times higher than 
those used at the time ,  and in a 

new frequency band , the Ku 
band .  allocated to broadcast 
satell ites . This h igher broadcast 
capabil ity made it possible to use 
much smaller and far less ex.pen
sive ground receiving equipment 
than ever before . It al so enabled 

are using the 

transmission to remote areas 
where terrestrial communications 
are not highly developed . 

Many domestic and foreign 
communications satel l ites in 
operation today 
technology first demonstrated by 
the CTSo. 

The Center's role in the CTS 
project included developing the 
high-power transmitter  tube for 
the spacecrafto conducting en. 
vironmental tests , and providing 
the launch vehicle and launch ser
v ice:.o. The spacec raft was 
developed by the Communica
tions Research Centre in Ottawa, 
Canadao. 

The United States and Canada 
shared equally in satellite experi
ment time . Both countries en
couraged participation from a 
wide variety of organizations 
such as state and local govern
ments ,  universitieso, hospitals , in-
,o · - -'  

Lewis retiree Dr . Hcnrv Kosmahl 
displays the Emmy Award presented 
tu NASA for its role in the Com
mun icat ions Technology Satell ite 
(CTS) project . Tdcvision broad
casting throughout the world has been 
improved as a result of the satell ite 
technology first demonstrated by the 
CTS. 

Dr . Kosmahl  i n vented the 
Mult lSlage Depres�ed Collector 
(MDC)owhich helped make it possi
ble for the CTS to operate at powero
levels lO to 20 times higher thano

- previous satell i tes .o

Before the Emmy was taken to Headquarters for presentation to Administrator Dt. James Fletcher , some of the 
many Lewis employees and retirees who had worked on the project gathered to take pride in having their ac
complishments recognized with this prestigious award . 

Sho"."n above with the Emmy and a model of the CTS are some of the employees who worked on CTS project 
operatmns : (left to nght) Robert Brej ; Kenneth Jensen; Michael Higgins; Edmund Smitho; James Ely , J r .o; Richard 
Krawczyk; John Rhyder ; and William Loftus . 
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Ebihara Wins Space Act Award For Improving MOe Efficiency 
NASA Inventions and Con
tributions Board has granted a 
$1,000 Space Act Award to Ben 
Ebihara of the Space Electronics 
Division. Ebihara received the 
award for designing a method of 
making multistage depressed cot
lectors more effICient, more com-

pact, and easier to manufacture. 
Mullistage depressed collectors 

(MOC's) were originally in
vented at Lewis by Dr. Henry 
Kosmahl to help raise the effi
ciency of the traveling wave tubes 
(TWT's) used on satellites. 
MOC's recover and recycle a 

significant part of the energy 
from the electron beams used by 
lWf's for signal amplification. 

Ebihara's design, which uses 
graphite MOC electrode surfaces 
instead of machined copper sur
faces, enhances TWT efficiency 
by reducing secondary electron 

Ben Ebihara (center). is congratulated by Center Director Dr. John Klineberg (second from left) and Director of 
AeroSPace Tcchnolo~y Dr. J. Stuart Fordyce (second from right) for receiving a Space Act Award. Also on hand 

emission effects. His modular 
construction design also makes 
the collectors easier to manufac
lure and aids lexlurization of lhe 
electron collecting surfaces. In 
addition. Ebihara's innovations 
reduce MOC weight and size, 
which are important considera
dons for critical space and air
bome applications. 

Early prototypes of the device 
were built by the Fabrication Sup
port Division. 

"This was not easy. because 
the design requires precision 
machining, asserrbling. and join-

iog techniques." says Ebihara. 
·'Uncommon. unfamiliar, and 
often incompatible materials had 
10 be brazed and welded." 

Although the improved MOC's 
are still in the early development 
phase, Ebihara repons Ihat they 
do show a great deal of promise: 
"The collectors have successful
ly undergone testing at actual 
o~raling conditions with 
representative TWTs. We are in 
the process of transferring this 
technology to induslries thaI 
could benefit." 

Ebihara's design calls for the multistage deprcs."Cd collCClnr to be conslructed 
by Slacking one or more subassemblies. each wilh a gr<lphite inner ring. By 
successfully incorporaling graphile MDC electrode surfaces instead of the 
machined copper surfaces commonly used. Ebihara's design ~!!~~~ a substan-
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CTS Project Team Gathers To Celebrate Emmy Display 
Many of the employees and 
retirees who had contributed to 
the Communications Technology 
Satellite (CTS) and its operation 
in the 1970's gathered in the 
Visitor Center Thurs. evening, 
May 26 for an Emmy Apprecia
tion Ceremony. 

The Emmy, which was award
ed to Lewis last fall, has been in
stalled as a permanent display in 
the lobby of the Visitor Center. 
The first Emmy ever to be 
presented to a government agen
cy, the award was given to NASA 
and the Communications 
Research Center of Canada by the 
National Academy of Television 
Arts and Sciences for developing 
technology which ultimately im
proved television broadcasting 
throughout the world. 

Launched aboard a Delta from 
KSC in 1976, the CTS was the 
first communications satellite to 
incorporate a high-efficiency, 
high-powered transmitting tube 
invented by Lewis re&earcher Dr. 
Henry Kosmahl. The tube made 
it possible for the CTS to operate 

at power levels 10 to 20 times 
higher than those ever used 
before and in a new frequency 
band, the Ku band. This higher 
broadcast capability made it 
possible to use much smaller and 
far less expensive ground receiv
ing equipment than ever before 
and demonstrated that super 
powerful systems can bring 
remote areas anywhere on the 
globe within easy, low-cost 
television reach. Many domestic 
and foreign communications 
satellite in operation today are us
ing the technology first 
demonstrated by the CTS. 

160 U.S. Experiments 
The CTS was a joint project of 
the U.S. and Canadian govern
ments. The spacecraft itself was 
developed by the Communica
tions Research Center in Ottawa, 
Canada. Lewis was responsible 
for the U.S. portion of the pro
ject which included developing 
the high-power transmitter tube 
for the spacecraft, environmental 

"The Emmy represents 
recognition for an 
excellent technical 
achievement-one in 
which Lewis led 
NASA, the country, 
and the world." 

testing, and providing the launch 
vehicle and launch services. The 
United States and Canada shared 
equally in satellite experiment 

time. 
Before the CTS transmitter was 

turned off in October of 1979, 
more than 160 U.S. experiments 
had been successfully conducted 
during three and half years. The 
experiments demonstrated the 
feasibility of using satellites for 
business teleconferences, 
emergency communications from 
disaster sites, and communica
tions with remote sites. 

For example, the CTS was put 
to use during the disastrous 
flooding in Johnstown, PA, in 
1977, and was used to enable In
dian leaders in Montana and New 
Mexico to discuss their concerns 
with government officials in 
Washington, DC. The CTS was 
also used for a United Nations 
conference and for educational 
and medical teleconferences. 

Many of the experiments and 
demonstrations were made possi
ble by the Portable Earth Ter
minal (PET), a 35-foot bus that 
Lewis had equipped with a 
teleconference room, satellite 

transmitting and receiving equip
ment, and an 8-foot parabolic 
antenna on the roof. During the 
operation of the CTS, the PET 
logged more than 62,000 road 
miles. 

Emmy Display 
The names of many of the con
tributors to the CTS Project are 
listed on a plaque next to the new 
Emmy display in the Visitor 
Center. The display also includes 
a plaque that explains more about 
the CTS. 

Berrie Torgan, an exhibit coor
dinator in the Visitor Center, said 
the display has attracted a lot of 
interest from visitors to Lewis, 
although some initially confuse 
the Emmy with an Oscar. 

Still, as CTS team member Ed 
Miller puts it, the Emmy is a 
famous and prestigious award 
that represents "recognition for 
an excellent technical 
achievement-one in which 
Lewis led NASA, the country, 
the world." 

The management team for the CTS Project included: (left to right) William 
Hawersaat, deputy project manager; William "Red" Robbins, project 
manager; and Patrick Donoughe, U.S. Experiments Manager. Other project 
leaders were Henry Slone and Elmer Davidson. 

Among those who provided technology support were: (left to right) Dr. James 
Dayton, Jr., Dr. Denis Connolly, Robert Alexovich, and Joseph Sivo. 

Dr. Henry Kosmahl invented the 
high-efficiency traveling wave tube 
(TWT) that made the high-powered 
CTS possible. 

CTS Project Office personnel included: (left to right) Leonard 
Rizzolla, Erwin Edelman, Guy Gurski, and Robert Evans. 

Some of the engineers who supported spacecraft operations were: 
(left to right) Louis Ignaczak, Robert Zakrajsek, Edward Petrik, 
and James Rotnem. 

Some of the engineers who supported transmitter package in
tegration and on-orbit testing were: (left to right) Dr. Edward 
Miller, Joseph Fiala, Arthur Curren, and G. Richard Sharp. 

The Transmitter Experiments Package 
Development Office included Gerald Chomos 
(right) and Clifford Siegert. 

Two of the technicians who supported the 
transmitter package development and testing 
were Gary Lesny (left) and Frank Rudin. 

Some of the technicians who supported spacecraft operations were: (left to right) Robert Brej, 
Kenneth Jensen, Michael Higgins, Edmund Smith, James Ely, Jr., Richard Krawcyk, John Rhyner, 
and William Loftus. 



October 13, 1989 D 

'is News 

A mock-up Centaur shroud jeUison lest was su«essfully performed in 
Ihe Space Power Facility at Plum Brook on October 4. The lest was 10 
demonstrate the acceptability or (he catch-nel system. 

Lewis Technology Wins 
Three R&D 100 Awards 
Lewis researchers won three 
Research and Development 
100 awards for the Center this 
year, bringing the total number 
of R&D 100 awards the Center 
has won over the years to 58. 

Sponsored by Research and 
Development magazine, the 
awards are presented to reo 
searchers who have introduced 
new products to the market 
during the previous calendar 
year. The 100 most significant 
products are selected for 
awards. 

The magazine has sponsored 
the competition for approxi. 
mately 25 years, and during 
that time Lewis has won about 
75 percent of all NASA 
awards. In 1988, the Center 
won two awards. Banner 
award-winning years were 1977 
and 1978 when the Center sub
mitted eight entries and won 
five awards each year. 

Originally called I-R 100 
awards by Research and Devel
opment magazine, the award 
name was changed to R&D IDO 
awards in 1987. Lewis is the 
only NASA center to hold a 
spot in the list of 16 top all
time winners; the Center falls 
into the fifth spOt while 
NASA, as a whole, holds the 
number three spot. 

The 1989 award-winning 
products are described below. 

A joint venture between 
Lewis employees Peter Ramins 
and Dr. James Dayton, Jr., 
both of the Electron Beam 
Technology Branch, ANA
LEX employee Dr. Henry Kos
mahl and principal developer 
Earl McCune, senior scientist, 
Varian Associates, Palo Alto, 
CA, resulted in the develop
ment of the Varian Associates 

Model VKP-7990. 
The entry is a multistage de

pressed collector (MSDC) 
klystron amplifier intended for 
use as the final amplifier in 
UHF television transmitters. It 
incorporates an advanced de
sign MSDC to improve the 
overall efficiency of the electri
cal system by recovering from 
the spent electron beam some 
of the residual kinetic power 
that would ordinarily be dissi
pated as heat. 

Originally developed to in· 
crease the efficiency of space
borne radio transmitters, the 
technology cuts UHF televi
sion transmitter electrical 
power consumption by half. 
Compared to typical klystron 
transmitters currently in use, 
this will result in annual sav
ings of over 400,000 kilowatt 
hours or $30,000 per klystron 
(an electron tube in which 
bunching of electrons is pro
duced by electric fields and 
which is used for the genera
tion and amplification of ul
trahigh frequency currenL) 
This represents a significant 
monetary savings for UHF TV 
stations and helps conserve 
natural resources by reducing 
electrical power consumption. 

Over 1,000 transmitters are 
presently in operation that 
could benefit from the MSDC 
klystron. Other foreseeable ap
plications of the concept in
clude improving the efficiency 
of microwave communications 
systems; radar systems; micro
wave heating systems; and par
ticle beam accelerators. 

Development of the multi
stage depressed collector klys
tron amplifier started in June 

Contlnutd on page Ii 
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Lewis To Host Workshop On 
Cathode Technology 
More than 120 scientists and en
gineers from around the U.S., 
Europe, and Japan will come to 
Cleveland April 3-5 for the 1990 
Tri-Services/NASA Cathode 
Workshop. 

Hosted by Lewis, the work
shop will be held at the Sheraton 
City Centre (formerly the Bond 
Court) Hotel. It will focus on the 
latest developmenu in cathode 
toelmology. Cathodes are used 
primarily in microwave rubes for 
space conununications, radar sys-
tems, and other high-frequeDCy, 
high-power electronic devices. 

The biennial workshop is tradi
tionally hosted by the Army, 
Navy, or Air Force. 

"This will be NASA's first 
year as co-sponsor. ,. reports 
Workshop Chairman Edwin 
Wom>cky. of lhe Spoco EIectronks 
Division. "The fact that Lewis is 

hosting it reflects our emergence 
as one of our nation's foremost 
supporters among government 
laboralOries of cathode research 
and technology .•• 

Center Director Dr. John 
Klineberg will give the welcom
ing remarks. Lewis retiree Dr. 
Henry Kosmahl, who is widely 
Icnown for his innovations in trav
eling wave rube technology. will 
give the keynote address. 

Eght of lhe 45 technical papen 
to be presented at the workshop 
will describe work done either at 
Lewis or supported directly by 
NASA Contracts. 

One full session will be devoted 
(0 the recently developed scan· 
date-type cathodes. Developed 
primarily for use in high-defini
tion TV, scandate-type cathodes 
are being investigated at Lewis 
for possible space applications. 



Inventors Honored At 15th Annual Inventors Day Luncheon 

L.EWISNEWS 

Seven scientists and engineers whose inventions were patented in 1989 
were honored at the 15th Annual Inventors Day Luncheon April 12. 
During the ceremony. Center Director Dr. John Klineberg noted thaI 
because of the potential applicability of many of the Center's inven
tions. Lewis leads all other NASA Centers in the amount of royalty 
distributed to its inventors. 

Each inventor received a plaque bearing a replica of the first pages of 
his patent. 

Dr. William Alston (left) of (he U.S. Army Aviation R&T Activity 
Propulsion Directorate received two patents related to polymer research 
with co-inventor Roy Gratz (not shown) of Mary Washington College in 
Fredericksburg, VA. 

AI Juhasz (second from left) of the Power Technology Division, engi
neering consultant Ralph Greenberg (third from right), and James 
Burkhart (second from righl) of the Electronic and Control Systems 
Division, received a palent for an energy-efficient method of separating 
gaseous mixtures. 

Henry Kosmahl of Analex Corp. (third from left) patented a minia
ture traveling wave tube and a method for making one. 

Donald Schultz (right) of Ihe Space Station Freedom Syslems Integra
tion and Engineering Division received a palent for a steam-cooled rich
burn combuster liner. 
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